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PREFACE 

This documentation is one volume of a complete set of documentation for 
ALERT II under DOS. The documentation is modularized in order to mini
mize duplication of information and facilitate reV1S10ns. This modulariza
tion requires a brief understanding of each of the volumes for effective 
use. 

The overall system concept of ALERT encompasses the use of three main files, 
a Name Index File, a General Purpose Index File and Master Data Fil~. 
These files are utilized by the sub-systems as required and are tpdrefore 
program independent. 

ALERT II Documentation Relationships 

The volume you are reading is represented by the shaded figure. The volumes 
contained in the large center circle serve all outlying sub-systems. The 
outlying sub-systems are independent of each other but are highly dependent 
on the center circle volumes. 

OPERATIONS 
MANUAL 
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Systems and Programming Volumes 

The systems and programming documentation is divided into 12 separate volmues. 
Normally these volumes represent an application, such as "Traffic." 'I'wo 
volumes represent special functions or groupings of support programs. An 
example of generalized support functions is Teleprocessing, in that it 
contains most of the TPD's used by the applications. 

The sub-system volumes are made up of: 

Sub-System Name 

Teleprocessing 

Real Time 

Warrant 

Traffic 

Dispatch 

Arrest 

Accident 

Offense 

Court Docket 

Brief Description 

TPD's and routines for other 
sub-systems 

Background support programs 
and report preparation 

A Law Enforcement system that 
contains warrants, wants and 
warning information 

A traffic ticket system that 
records the names of traffic 
violators as well as data about 
traffic incidences 

An information system for analysis 
of manpower workload and calls for 
service 

A system that records individual 
arrests and provides statistical 
and historical information 

A vehicular accident system 
containing statistical and 
historical data about accidents 

A system that records statis
tical and historical data 
about criminal incidences 

A Municipal Court docket system 
that prints the court dockets, 
officer notifications, and 
automatically generates warrants. 
for failure to appear 

- iii -

Program I.D. 

RA 

RB, CB 

JX 

CD 

CE 

CV 

CJ, JJ 

CF 

JD 
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Sub-System Name 

Prosecutor 

Juvenile Court 

ASAP 

Brief Description 

A Correction and Probation system 
allowing immediate access to case 
status 

An information system recording 
transactional data on juvenile 
offenders. This system involves 
highly restricted access of on
line data. 

An information system serving the 
Alcohol Safety Action Program 

Program I.D. 

J3 

JM 

JO 

The systems and programming documentation is divided into two sections: 
(1) Systems documentation; (2) Program documentation for programs 
contained in the system. The table of contents directs the use of each 
volume. For ease of updating, the numbering scheme is modularized. 
Systems documentation will be referenced by SYS-XX with XX being page 
numbers within the systems documentation. Program documentation will 
be referenced by program number-XX, again the XX being pages within 
programs. 

The program number is a critical reference tool. The first two digits 
represent which sub-system the program is included in (see above table). 
When a program creates a magnetic tape that tape is named "Program Number"
TX, with the X being "I" for the first tape it creates, "2" for a succeeding 
tape, etc. Reports are also numbered in the same manner using an "L" instead 
of a "T", "Program Number"-LX. 

Two styles of record layouts are used in the documentation. 
continuous single record layout (a Cobol FD is included) and 
is a multi-record, 132 character, layout. 

One is a 
the second 

The single record layout is for master files and the multi-record layout 
is for temporary work files. Typically, the work records are tape records 
that are used to write reports. The Master File layouts have detail data 
elements descriptions contained in the Master File and Data Element Desorip
tion volume. 

Operations Manual 

The Operations 
each program. 
in the Special 

Manual contains the Set-Up 
Details of special control 
Instruction Section of the 

and Operating instruction for 
cards or date cards are described 
Set-Up document. 
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Users Manual 

The Users Manual contains all information necessary for a user to use specific 
systems. It is important to know that CRT layouts and data element definitions 
and codes are contained in this Manual. 

Standards Manual 

The Standards Manual directs the creation, operation and modification of all 
systems, programs and documentation. 

Master File and Data Element Descriptions 

All records in the Master Files are represented by Record Layouts uith C0bol FD 
statements. Data Element Descriptions for all Master File Data Ele'.nents are 
conta~ned in this volume. 

- v -
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SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY 

The Kansas city, Missouri Police Department Real Time Teleprocessing Pro
gram consists of a Main Task and eight sub-tasks. These tasks all operate 
concurrently under the control of the disk operating system and functionally 
replace the services of IBM FASTER. The eight identified sub-tasks are: 

l. Line Control Program. 

2. Output Queue Routine. 

3. Input Queue Routine. 

4. FASTER Transaction Processor I. 

5. FASTER Transaction Processor II. 

6. FASTER Transaction Processor III. 

7. Source Data Collection Processor. 

8. Message Switcher/Error Handler Processor. 

The above eight sub-tasks will be inter-connected by the Main Task in the 
priority as they are listed. In other words, if two tasks require the con
trol of the central processing unit at the same time, the task with the 
highest priority gets control and performs its function first. When the 
priority task no longer requires CPU control, the other tasks then take over 
and perform their functions. Under this priority arrangement, a task can 
interrupt a lower priority task or can itself be interrupted by a higher 
priority task. 

The purposes of the Main Task of this system are: 

1. To interface the respective sub-tasks. 

2. To handle all maintenance issued from the CPU console. 

3. To handle all maintenance issued internally except that 
originated by a terminal. 

4. To handle all operator communications. 

5. To handle the opening and closing of files. 

maintenance 
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The Line Control Program is the highest priority task in the ALERT System. 
Its function is to maintain service to the teleprocessing terminals within 
the system. To accomplish this, line control waits in a high-level mode 
for activity to occur that will require some line control processing. When 
this happens, the interrupt identifier transfers control to a handler rou
tine which iden'tifies the line that requires sex·vice. The handler then is
sues a call to the task controller routine within Main Task which gives con
trol to a terminal type line control program that performs service on the 
line identified by the handler routine. When this service is complete, the 
Li.ne Control Program transmits control back to the task controller. The task 
controller in turn returns to the handler routine which may identify addi
tional lines requiring service or remain in a wait status until new activity 
requires action. 

Each communication line is operated in effect as if it were a sub-task and 
a register saVe area and work area is available for each line in the system. 
When service is performed for any single line, its registers are loaded and 
control is turned over to a line program that handles the type terminals 
attached to this line. The line control program is re-entrant so that more 
than one line may share the logic of one-line program. Any information 
saved is stored in the work area associated with the line being serviced. 

Since there are multiple lines in the system, the line program may not issue 
any WAITS. If this happened, the complete line control task would be locked 
up. The only WAIT issued is in the high level control mode of operation of 
the line control task. By virtue of the way line control is written, the 
proper re-entry point to the line program and the correct register settings 
can be assured for the next time a line requires service. At any time if the 
line program reaches the point where there is no more service to be performed, 
it will load the re-entry address into a register and transfer control back to 
the task controller. 

Line control, output queuing, and input queuing are low-volume processing 
service routines that require priority control such that their services can 
be performed and keep the whole system running effectively. 

The output queue routine is responsible for disk queuing of all output data, 
retrieving output data upon request of the line control program, and maintain
ing the terminal output status. The output queue routine will insure that the 
messages from the transaction processing routines are kept intact and separate 
from the messages created by any other transaction processing routine. In 
addition to this, the output queue routine provides for four levels of priority 
for output. 
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The output queue routine provides the paging and terminal functions as 
we'll as a wide range of terminal output queue manipulation and control 
features. The output queue provides a common page pool to be shared by 
all terminals, and it maintains queue pointers for each terminal to keep 
track of the messages. 

As opposed to output queue, the input queue routine is responsible for 
maintaining queues of transactions for the transaction processing routines. 
The ability to stack transactions for processing regardless of whether or 
not the transaction processing routine is busy, allows the line control 
program to maintain maximum communications with all of the terminals. Queue 
maintenance includes stacking transaction requests and unstacking the trans
action and having it passed to a transaction processing module. Because each 
transaction processing routine only performs specific transactions, the input 
queue routine determines which transaction processing routine will perform 
the processing, and stacks the transaction request in the proper queue for 
that particular processor. At the same time/ the input queue routine checks 
the validity and status of the request and if the transaction request does 
not pass all tests, an error transaction request is generated and queued for 
use by the error handling processing routine. 

Requests to stack transactions may be made by any task in the Real Time Pro
gram. Line control will request stacking of terminal requests; transaction 
processing programs will request stacking of secondary transactions; any task 
can request stacking of error transactions. The unstacking of transaction 
requests is performed only for transaction processing routines. 

In short, the transaction processing routine will determine if any transac
tion is queued for it. If there are none, the routine waits until there is 
a request stack and at that point the processing routine requests the trans
action from the input queue routine. The input queue routine then unstacks 
the request and passes it to the transaction processing routine for process
ing. 

The FASTER I routine handles only inquiries into the ALERT System. There is 
one exception to this and that is for long search items such as intelligence 
inquiries which are handled by either FASTER II or FASTER III. The program
ming for all FASTER tasks is done using the multi-thread FASTER programming 
package. 

The FASTER II and FASTER III processing routines update and maintain the Real 
Time Criminal Justice Data Base files as well as handle any high priority in
quiries that FASTER I cannot handle due to overload. All updates and additions 
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to any of the ALERT files are done by FASTER II and III. These two 
FASTER tasks have three input queues for stacking transactions. The 
queues will permit priority prooessing of transaotions in the following 
order: 

1. Long search inquiries. 

2. Criminal updates to files. 

3. Source data entries. 

The source data taBk provides the means for entering large batches of data 
directly from the source document into ALERT files. Data is entered on the 
2260 Visual Display device using format masks. The source data task pro
vides the masks in a predetermined sequence unless otherwise specified by 
the operator. Data that is entered is processed through a series of edits 
referred to as "primary edits". Any field that doesn't pass the primary 
edits will cause the transaction to be redisplayed on the terminal with 
the field or fields with errors filled with asterisks. The terminal opera
tor must then re-enter the transaction correctly and after the primary edits 
have been passed the next sequential mask is displayed on the 2260 terminal. 

When the transaction passes the primary edits, the source data task ohanges 
the inquiry code that is used on the mask to an inquiry code that is recog
nized by FASTER. At that point the data is passed to the input queue which 
passes the data to FASTER where secondary edits are performed and the files 
are updated. In the event of a secondary error, the files are updnted and 
the error is logged on the log file for the transaction. Each mo~~lng the 
log file tape is processed and an error listing is returned to each operator 
so that this person may correct any errors from the previous day. 

The message switching task will perform NCIC or MULES message handling, error 
message handling, and message switching. Transaction processors I or II 
process the transaction and determine whether it should be routed to NCIC or 
MULES. It then queues a transaction for the appropriate message handler via 
the input queue routine and this transaction indicates the kind of request 
and includes the data. The message handling routine then takes the data, 
reformats it to be consistent with format requirements, and then queues it 
via the output queue routine. 

Responses from NCIC or MULES come back through the line control program, 
through the input queue routine to the message handler. The message handler 
relays the response to the initial originating terminal and if necessary 
stacks the requests via the input queue routine to Transaction Processing 
Routine I or II which notifies it of NCIC or MULES handling. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA2(0l - TPD "A" 

DATE OPER1~TIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using street address as a 
search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Minimum input to the TPD "A" is street number and street name of an address. 

PROCEDURE 

The address data entered is used to bnild a key that searches the General 
Index file ana retrieves from that file up to six address index records. 
If only one address index record is found, data is formatted to be trans
ferred to TPD "M" for retrieval of further data from the ALERT Master file. 
If multiple records are retrieved from the General Index file, information 
from each of these records is formatted and transferred to TPD "MULT II for 
further information retrieval from the ALERT Master file. If no records are 
found on the General Index file that exactly match the street number argu
ment, TPD "A" automatically initiates a further search of up to plus or minus 
10 numbers fro~ the original street number search argument. 

OUTPUT 

If any records within this range are found, a message is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal indicating that it is not an exact address hit and the 
previously described routines for one or more addre;,;8 :';~ (f:> 1.5 repeated. If 
no possible addresses are found within the above describt:1o. 1C ;mge, a message 
is formatted and sent to the terminal indicating no record found. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRA]U1ING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAN TITLE: RA2,02 - Tl?D "ACCN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SlC1ICltJ 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DAn: REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a set of accident records from the ALERT Master file 
and their a~sociated record on the AL~RT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPu'T _. 
The TPD "ACCN" requires the ORI, ALERT number and Case Report number. 

PROCEDURE 

The inquiry is first checked for valid data. If errors are found, control 
is passed to the output routine. Using the ALERT number entered, a partial 
key is built ·to search the ALERT MastAr file for the associated accident 
and civil index record associated with the Case Report Number entered. If 
the records are located, information is formatted and transferred to TPD 
"MEN" for the actual cancellation of the ALERT Master file or to TPD "GEN" 
for the actual cancellation of the Al,ERT General Index files. 

OUTPUT 

When the desired records are found, the message "ACCIDENT RECORD COMPLEMENT 
CANCELLED" along wi'th the associated person's name, ALERT number and Case 
Report. Number are formatted to the terminal. If no record was found or errors 
were found to be present, the appropriate error message is formatted to the 
terminal. 

IN[][ X ~JlIMI~r Il 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2~3 - TPD "ACEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To initiate the entry of the Accident records and associated 
Civil Index records in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD "ACEN". 

PROCEDURE 

The ORI is validated using the internal TPD "ORI". The remainder of the 
inquiry is then edited for valid information by the use of the sub-routine 
"EDIT". If any errors have occurred, control is passed to the output rou
tine. The inverted Case Report Number is then passed to the internal TPD 
"ACN1" to obtain the ALERT number to be used by this TPD. If "ACNl" did 
not find an ALERT number, control is passed to the output routine. If an 
ALERT number was found, the address information entered is used to determine 
the census track and block by passing this information to the sub-routine 
"CNSTRK". The ALERT number obtained from the TPD "ACNl" is then used to 
build a partial key to sear9h the ALERT Master files and determine the next 
Master key suffix to be used fOl: the entry of the Accident and Civil Index 
information. Control is passed to TPD "ACN3" to update or create the "w" 
type ALERT General Index record. TPD "ACN2" is used to cancel the dummy 
"X" type ALERT General Index record created by TPD "STEN". All of the acci
dent Master file records and any remaining General Index records are created 
by formatting the information entered and transferring control to the TPD 
"MEN" for actual entry on the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If the data received was initiated by a mask, there will be no output trans
mitted to the terminal; it will instead be put on the Log tape. If there 
were any errors encountered during a primary edit, the message "CORRECT 
FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS", along with a redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks 
in the error fields will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If 
an error occurred during a secondary edit, the message "RECORD ADDED - CORRECT 
FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" followed by the redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks 
in the fields in error will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If 
no errors have occurred,the message "SOURCE DATA ADDED" along with the ALERT 
number will be formatted and displayed to the terminal. Any remaining errors 
will cause an appropriate message to be displayed to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA204 - TPD "ACN1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ALERT number to be used by the TPD "ACEN". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the inverted Case Report Number and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Case Report Number entered and the constant "X", a search key 
is built to searc·:h the ALERT General Index file and retrieve the record 
which contains an offense code and ORI that matches the one in the inquiry. 
If a record is found, the data in the record is saved in a work area for 
use by the TPD "ACEN" and the data is then passed to the TPD "GEN" to can
cel the record from the file. If no record is found, an appropriate switch 
is set a!').d control is passed back to TPD "ACEN". 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INIJI )( NlJM[lf I{ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2.05 - TPD IACN2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the associated civil index record and save it in a 
work area. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this 'rPD is the exact ALERT number of the desired civil index 
type record. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a search is made of the ALERT Master fil.es 
and if the record is found, it is saved in a work area. 

OUTPUT 

There is nO output from this TPD. 

IN[)[ x NllMBI'H 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2,06 - TPD "ACUP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify data in the accident records of the ALERT Master file 
and General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the user manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, using 
the data entered, a search key is built to retrieve an ALERT Master file 
record which matches the data entered. If no record was found, control is 
passed to an output routine. If a record is found, the data entered and 
the data from the record retrieved will be used to format the information 
for the TPDs "MEN" or "GEN" for the actual update to the ALERT Master file 
and General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND ON ALN-CRN ENTERED" 
will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If any errors have oc
curred, the message "CORRECT THE FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" will be formatted 
along withothe display of the entry and transmitted to the terminal. If a 
record was found and updated, the message "ACCIDENT RECORD COMPLEMENT UP
DATED" will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2,07 - TPD "AKA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To format the data for the entry of alias names into the NCIC 
files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AKA" is the ALERT number in packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

, 
Using the data ~ntered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file. Using the partial key built, the Master file is searched for up to 
seven alias names. The data retrieved is then formatted and control is 
then passed to the user routine "NCIC". 

OUTPUT 

The data passed to the user routine "# NCIC" is the only output of this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2,08 ~ TPD "AW' 

DA'l'E OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and format records from the ALERT Master file for 
output to a requesting terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AM" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file for all records that match the ALERT number entered. The num-
ber and types of records retrieved will depend upon the second digit of the 
original inquiry code entered from the terminal. The user routine "GETAM" 
will do the actual checking of the records for retrieval. The data re
trieved will be formatted by use of the user routine "FRMTAM" within a for
mat stage. If, during the initial retrieval, an alias name, a moniker. name, 
a second license, or a second address is found, up to six of each type of 
record are retrieved and formatted after all other records have been retrieved 
and formatted to the requesting terminal. If, during the retrieval, a private 
police record or a NCIC subject is found, a hit message will be routed to the 
terminal KCPO. If, during retrieval, a parolee record is found, a hit mes
sage is routed to either KSPR, for a State parolee, or to KPAR, for a City 
parolee. If, during retrieval, an intelligence record is found, a hit mes
sage is routed to KCP8. 

OUTPUT 

The output from this TPD is used by the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TI"rLE: RA2¢9 - TPD "AMEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To combine data that is under two ALERT numbers under one ALERT 
number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AMEN" is the last name, first name, and ALERT number 
of the "to" complement and the last na.me, first name, and the ALERT number 
of the "from" complement. 

PROCEDURE 

This TPD retrieves all of the "from" records in the ALERT Master File that has 
a suffix which starts with a number greater than 29, and formats the data in 
the records for transfer to the TPD "MEN" for cancellation. When offense 
records are found on the "from" complement, the data is formatted and passed 
to the TPD "AM2.0 11 for cancellation of the offense records. When a traffic 
ticket record is found, the TPD "AM3¢" is called to get the "A" index for 
those records. To build the records under the "to" complement, the TPD 
"AMl¢" is called. 

OUTPUT 

If no record with a suffix starting with 30 or greater is found, the message 
"NO RECORD WITH THAT TYPE CODE OF 30 OR GREATER FOUND" is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If the "to" last name and/or ALERT number are not 
found, the message "FIRST AND LAST NAME AND/OR ALERT NUMBER NOT FOUND IN MAS
TER FILE" is formatted to the terminal. If the "from" last name and/or ALERT 
numbers are not found, the message "SECOND AND LAST NAME AND/OR ALERT NUMBER 
NOT FOUND IN MASTER FILE" is formatted to the terminal. After the "from ll 

records have been cancelled and the data is being transferred to the "to" 
data the message "TRANSFER OF DATA INITIATED" is formatted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUM8t::R 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2191 - TPD "AMM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and format data from the ALERT Master File when 
another TPD has retrieved multiple possibilities. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AMM" is the inverted ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number that was passed to this TPD, a partial search key is 
built to search the ALERT Master File. Using the partial key built, the 
ALERT Master File is searched for a 10-record, 20-record, 25-record, and a 
30-record. 

OUTPUT 

The records that were retrieved are formatted for the terminal that initiated 
the original TPD. If no 30-type records were found, the message "NO WARRANTS 
OR PICKUPS FOUND" is formatted along with the other records located. If two 
or more warrants were found, only the first warrant record is formatted. For 
the second and succeeding 30-types, the message "HAS MORE WANTS" is formatted 
to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: FA211 - TPD IAM1~" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

l~~~NACTION P~OCESSING DESC~IPTIONS 

..... 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify the l\LERT Number and suffix of the records passed £:t;'orn 
the TPD "AMEN". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AM1~" is a 64-byte Master File record, and the ALERT 
number of the complement the record is to be put under. 

PROCEDURE 

This TPD will search the ALERT Master File for the new ALERT Number and suf
fix of the record passed to it by the TPD "AMEN". When the correct ALERT 
Number and suffix is found, for the data passed to the TPP "AMEN" it is then 
formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN". If the record passed by the TPD "AMEN" 
has a possibility of more than one General Index record, the data is formatted 
for passing to the TPD "GEN". 

OUTPUT 

The output for this TPD is the data that is passed to the TPD I s "MEN" and 
"GEN". 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA213 - TPD "AM3,0" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve an "A" type of record from the ALERT General Index 
File and pass the information back to the calling TPD "AMEN". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD IIAM3,011 is the court date, court time, court room, and 
the Master File key in packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the court date and court time entered, a partial key is built to 
search the ALERT General Index File. The ALERT General Index File is then 
searched for a record that contains a Master key which matches the Master 
key in the inquiry. If a record is located, the data is passed back to 
the calling TPD II AMEN " by use of the inquiry f.ield. 

OUTPUT 

This TPD has no output to the terminal user. 

INDEX NUMSE:R 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2l4 - TPD "ARCN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a complement of arrest records for a pal:ticular 
arrest nmnber and ALERT number for a specified ORI. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

See the user manual for input for this TPD. 

PROCED'JRE 

The data entered is first edited for errors. If errors occur, control 
is passed to an output routine. If no errors occur, the ALERT number 
entered is used to build a partial key to search the ALERT Master file 
for arrest records which belong to the arrest number entered. If no 
records are found, control is passed to an output routine. If records 
are found, the data within the records found will be used to build in
formation to be passed to the TPDs "MEN" and "GEN" for the actual dele
tion of the records from the files. The charge code is then checked, 
and if it is necessary, TPD "TTAU" is used to update the arrest summary 
record. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred in the data entered, the appropriate error 
message will be formatted and transmitted back to the terminal. If 
records were retrieved and cancelled, a message will be formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal which indicates that the record complement 
was cancelled. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA215 - TPD "ARDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter dispositions on arrest records in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the user manual for input to the TPD "ARDP". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for data errors. 'If any errors have 
occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. If no errors have 
occurred, the "E" type General Index record is read to obtain the ALERT 
number using TPD "ARDl". A partial key is then built using this ALERT 
number to retrieve the arrest disposition record associated with the 
arrest number and ORI entered. The disposition record is then updated 
with the data entered and transferred to the TPD "MEN" for update to the 
ALERT Master file. At this time the charge code is checked to determine 
if the arrest summary record needs to be updated and if so, transfers 
control to TPD "TTAU" for update of this record. 

OUTPUT 

If any errors were detected, the appropriate error message is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If no errors occurred, the message 
"DISPOSITION RECORD UPDATED" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DCCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2l6 - TPD "AREN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESStNG 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To initiate the entry of arrest records in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATI\~ 

INPUT 

Refer to the user manual for input to TPD "AREN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for any errors by use of the subroutine 
"EDIT". If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output pro
cedure. The inverted arrest number and ORI are passed to the TPD "ARNl" 
to obtain the ALERT number to be used by this TPD. If "ARN1" has not found 
an ALERT number, control is passed to an output routine. If an ALERT number 
was found, the ALERT number is used to build a partial key to search the 
ALERT Master File for the last ALERT number suffix used on a "40" type record. 
If no "40" type record was found, a new suffix will be created, otherwise a 
"I" will be added to the sequence number. The new ALERT Master file arrest 
records will be created by formatting the information entered and transferring 
control to TPD "MEN". The ALERT General 'Index arrest records will be created 
by TPD "ARN3". The charge code and jacket number field entered is checked 
and if it is necessary, TPD "ARN2" is used to create a "39" type ALERT Master 
file record and its associated ALERT General Index record. The charge code 
Is also checked to determine if the arrest summary record of the ALERT Master 
file needs to be updated and if so, passes control to TPD "TTAU" to perform 
this task. 

OUTPUT 

If the data received was initiated by a mask, there will be no output trans
mitted to the terminal. The output will be put on the log tape. If there 
were any errors encountered during a primary edit, the message "CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS" along with a redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks in the 
error fields will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If an error 
occurred during a secondary edit, ths message "RECORD ADDED - CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS" followed by the redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks in 
the field in error will be formatted and transmitted. If no errors have oc
curred, the message "SOURCE DATA ADDED" along with the A. JERT number will be 
formatted and displayed to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATIONS 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA217 - TPD "ARN1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ALERT number to be used by the TPD "AREN". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "ARN1" is the inverted arrest number and the "ORI". 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Case Report Number entered and the constant "E", a search key 
is built to search the ALERT General Index file and retrieve the record 
which contains an arrest number and "ORI" that matches the one in the 
~nquiry. The ALERT numbe~ of this record is saved in a work area. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA218 - TPD "ARN2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To create or update an ALERT Master file fixed format record 
with the fingerprint classification information. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the Jacket number, ALERT number, "ORI" and finger
print classification. 

PROCEDURE 

A partial key is created using the ALERT number entered to determine if a 
fixed format record for the desired "ORI" is already present. If a record 
is present, it is updated with the fingerprint information entered. If no 
record is found, a "39" type ALERT Master file rec'ord is created along with 
the associated General Index record. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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I I I III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATIONS 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA2l9 - TPD "ARN3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To add or update the ALERT General Index arrest record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this, TPD is the exact record desired to be added. 

PROCEDURE 

A partial key is built to search the ALERT General In~ex records to 
determine if the desired record is already present. If a record is 
found, it will be updated with the current information. If no record 
is found, the record will be added. 

OU'l'PUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDeX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMclING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA22~ - TPD "ARUP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify data in the arrest records of the ALERT Master file 
and General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the user manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, using 
the data entered, a search key is built to retrieve an ALERT Master file 
record which matches the data entered. If no record was found, control is 
passed to an output routine. If a record is found, the data entered and 
the data from the record retrieved will be used to format the information 
for the TPDs "MEN" or "GEN" for the actual update to the ALERT Master file 
and General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO ARREST RECORD FOUND ON ARN ENTERED" 
will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If any errors have oc
curred, the message "CORRECT FIELDS CONTAINING ASTERISKS" will be formatted 
along with the display of the entry and transmitted to the terminal. If a 
record was found and updated, the message "ARREST RECORD COMPLEMENT UPDATED" 
will be formatted along with the associated name, arrest number, new arrest 
number if entered and ALERT number to be transmitted to the terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA221 - TPD "CADD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTION 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVI$ED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel an address record from the ALERT Master file and its 
associated record on the ALERT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The TPD "CADD" requires that all of the data, as found on the Master File 
record, is entered along with the ORI and ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file. With the key built the Master file is searched for a record 
"·~.J..ch matches the data entered. If a record is located, information is 
formatted and transferred to TPD "MEN" for the actual cancellation of the 
ALERT Master file and the ALERT General Index records. 

OUTPUT 

When a record is found, the message IILICENSE RECORD CANCELED" and the ALERT 
number are formatted to the terminal. When no record has been found the 
message "NO RECORD FOUND" is formatted to the terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA222 - TPD "CLIC" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a License record from the ALERT Master file and as
sociated records in the ALERT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The TPD "CLIC" requires the ORI and ALERT number, along with either the 
License Number and the License State or the VIN Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Jsing the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file. With the key built, the ALERT Master file is searched for a 
record with a License Number and License State that matches those that were 
entered, or one that has a VIN that matches the one that was entered. When 
a record is located, data is formatted and transferred to TPD "MEN" for the 
actual cancellation from the ALERT Master file and the ALERT General Index 
file. If the record contains both a license and a VIN, further data is for
matted and transferred to TPD "GEN" for the cancellation of a second General 
Index record associated with the record retrieved. 

OUTPUT 

When a record is located, the message "LICENSE RECORD CANCELLED" and the 
ALERT number are formatted to the terminal. When no record has been located, 
the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is formatted to the terminal. 

iNDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA223 - TPD "CNAM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a name record from the ALERT Master File and as
sociated record in the ALERT Name Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "CNAM" is the ORI, ALERT number, and person's name or 
business name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the Master 
file. Using the key built, the ALERT Master file is searched for a record 
which matches the name information entered. When a record is located, the 
data is formatted and transferred to TPD "MEN" for the actual cancellation 
from the ALERT Master file and the ALERT Name Index file. 

OUTPUT 

When a record is located, the message "RECORD HAS BEEN CANCELLED" and the 
ALERT number are formatted to the terminal. When no record has been lo
cated, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is formatted to the terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA224 - TPD "CNUM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a Numbers record from the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The TPD "CNUM" requires only the ORI and the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file. Using the key built, the ALERT Master file is searched for a 
record that matches the ORI entered. When a record is located, "he data 
is formatted and transferred to TPD "MEN" for the actual cance: .t.ion from 
the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

When a record is located, the message "NUMBERS RECORD CANCELLED" and the 
ALERT Number are formatted to the terminal. When no record is found, the 
message "NO RECORD FOUND" is formatted to the terminal. 
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PROGR1U~ING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: Rfl.225 - TPD "CREN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REViseD 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To control the entry of name, SID, address, license, and warrant 
records into the ALERT Master File. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

'INPUT 

The input to the TPD "CREN" is the data passed to it by one of the following 
TPDs, "NMEN", "LCEN", "WlEN", or "STEN". The data that is received is in the 
same format as it was receivad by the calling TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

If the data being' entered does not have an ALERT Number, the ALERT Number in 
the ALERT General Index File is retrieved and used. When the ALERT Number in 
the General Index File has been used, the ALERT Number contained in the record 
is updated by adding one to it and re-writing the record. When the data being 
entered contains an ALERT number, this number will be used. If it has been 
requested or it has been d~termined that this data is to go to NCIC, the data 
will be properly formatted and sent to the user routine "# NCIC". If data is 
sent to NCIC, the TPD "AKA" is called for transmittal of any alias names to 
NCIC. After determination has been made whether the data will go to NCIC, the 
data is formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual entry into 
the ALERT Name Index File, ALERT Master File, and ALERT General Index File. 
If an SID Number has been entered, the TPD "CRl" is called for actual entry 
of the SID record. 

OUTPUT 

If a new ALERT Number is used the message "NEW ENTRY" along with the ALERT 
Number is formatted for transmission to tile user. If a current or old ALERT 
Number has been used, one of the following messages will be used; "NAME ADDED", 
"VEHICLE ADDED", "SOURCE DATA ADDED", or "WARRANT/WANT ADDED". Either a name 
or license is always displayed with any messages transmitted to the user. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA226 - TPD "Cl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and format any data found on a Case Report Numb~r, 
Traffic Ticket Number, or Arrest Number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "Cl" is a Case Report Number, Traffic 'l'icket Number, 
or Arrest Number. 

PROCEDURE 

This TPD will search the ALERT General Index File for a paro,cular ID type 
depending upon the third character of the inquiry code. If the third 
character of the inquiry code is an "F" 1 the key is built t,.) search the 
"a" type records. If the third character of the inquiry code is a liT", the 
key is built to search for a "e" type record. If the third character of the 
inq·..:liry code is an "A", the key is built to search for an "E" type record. 
If the third character of the inquiry code is blank, the key is built to 
search for a "M" type of record. If only one record is found, the TPD "M" 
will be called. If more than one record is retrieved, thla TPD "MULT" is 
called. 

OUTPUT 

If the inquiry entered has an invalid format, the message "INQUIRY DELETED -
INVALID FORMAT" is transmitted to the user. If no record was retrieved, the 
message "NO RECORD KCMO POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" is transmitted to the user. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA227 - TPD "NZ" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and display all records from the ALERT Name Index file 
that match the data entered. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "NZ" is the last name and first name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the name entered, a partial key is built to sea~ch the ALERT Name Index 
file for up to 108 records that match the data entered. If 108 records are 
retrieved, the last line of data displayed- contains the ALERT number and suffix 
of the last name retrieved. If the user wishes to retrieve more records, he 
will re:-enter the inquiry "NZ" using the data as displayed on the last line. 
When more records are being requested, the program will use the ALERT number 
and suffix entered to start retrieval from the first record after the last 
record retrieved on the initial inquiry. 

OUTPUT 

When a record has been retrieved, it is formatted and transmitted to the user. 
When no record has been found, the message "NO RECORD FOR DATA ENTERED" is 
transmitted to the User. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA228 - TPD "C2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel warrant/want record from the ALERT Master File and 
its associated record from the ALERT General Index File. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "C2" is one to five Case Report Numbers. 

PROCEDURE 

When more than one Case Report Numbers are entered, the second and succe1eding 
Case Report Numbers are re-routed back through the line control program. 
Using the first Case Report Number a partial key is built to search the 
ALERT General Index file. Using the partial key built, the ALERT General 
Index file is searched fbr a record containing the Case Report Number en'
tered. When a record has been located, the ORI is used to build the inp'llt 
for the TPD "ORI". If the TPD "ORI" validates the ORI in the General In'-
dex record as being valid for the terminal, the data that is found in thie 
General Index record is used to build the inpu't for the TPD "C2A". Control 
is then passed to the TPD "C2A". 

OUTPUT 

If more than one record is located that matches the Case Report Number en
tered, the message "DUPLICATE RECORDS USE C4 TO CANCEL" is formatted to the 
terminal. When no records are located, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is 
formatted to the terminal. 

F'XNUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA229 - TPD "C2A" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

S[CTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a Warrant/Want record, a Fixed Format record, or Free 
Format record from the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "C2AII is the ALERT number i,l packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the key passed to this TPD, the Master file is searched and the match
ing record is retrieved. If the record to be cancelled had been sent to 
NCIC, a 'clear' will be formatted for use by the TPD "MEN" for the actual 
cancellation from the ALERT Master file and the ALERT General Index file. If 
a 'clear' has been sent to NCIC, the TPD "C2Al" is called to remove the NCIC 
number from the ALERT Master file number record. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD MASTER FILE" is formatted to 
be transmitted to the user. If it has been determined that the record c~~not 
be cancelled by the user, the message "UNABLE TO CANCEL; NOT VALID FOR TERM
INAL" is formatted for transmittal to the user. If the record has been can
celled, the message "RECORD CANCELLED" is formatted for transmittal to the 
user. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA23¢ - TPD "C2Al" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED· DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To remove from a numbers record the NCIC number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "C2Al" is the ALERT Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number received, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master File. Using the key built, the ALERT Master File is searched for a 
IS-type record. If a record is found, the NCIC number is blanked out. If 
there is no other numbers present in the numbers record, the record will be 
cancelled. The TPD "MEN" is used to do the actual cancellation or blanking 
out. 

OUTPUT 

'I;his TPD has no output to the user. 

II\JDEX NUMBER 
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SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

January 16, 1973 
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PROGRAM TITLE: RA231 - TPD "C4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel warrant/want record, free format record, or fixed 
format record from the ALERT Master File ~nd their associated 
records from the ALERT General Index File. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "C4" is a Case Report .Number and a IS-digit ALERT 
Number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

........ , ... , ... 

Using the IS-digit ALERT Number and suffix entered, a key is built to search 
the ALERT Master File. Using the key built, the ALERT Master File is searched 
for a record that contains a Case Report Number which matches the one entered. 
If a record is found, the ORI within the record is passed to a TPD "ORI" for 
validation. If the ORI is valid for the terminal, the key of the record is 
passed to the TPD "C4A" for the actual cancellation. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" 
is transmitted to the user. If the ORI is not valid for the terminal, the 
message "UNABLE TO CANCEL NOT VALID FOR TERMINAL" is transmitted to the user. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA232 - TPD "C4A" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: Refer to documentation on RA229. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

This TPD is identical to the TPD "C2A", except that it is called by the 
TPD "C4". Refer to the documentation on the TPD "C2A" under the title 
RA229 - TPD "C2A". 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA233 - TPD "C4Al" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: Refer to t,he documentation on TPD RA23.0. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

,This TPD is identical to the TPD "C2Al", except that it is called by the 
TPD "C4A". Refer to the program documentation under the title RA23JO -
TPD "C2Al". 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA234 - TPD "F9" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPT IONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update a fixed format record in the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARR.~TIVE 

INPUT 

For input to this TPD refer to the User Manual for the update code "F9". 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file. Using the key built, the ALERT Master file is searched for a 
record whjch contains an ORI which matches the one entered. If a record 
is retrieved, the data within that record will be updated with the data en
tered. If a field entered contains an asterisk, the corresponding field in 
the record retrieved will be blanked out or set to zero. If a field of data 
entered is blank, the corresponding field in the record will be left as it 
was. The Jacket number in the record will be changed to the Jacket number 
entered, otherwise it is left as it was. The TPD "MEN" will be called to 
do the actual update to the record. 

OUTPUT 

If the data entered contains an error of some sort, the message "CORRECT 
FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS", along with the inquiry redisplayed will be trans
mitted to the user. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO 
POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" is transmitted to the user. If a record was retrieved, 
the message "RECORD UPDATED" is transmitted to the user. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA235 - TPD "GEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DE SCRIPT IONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To add a record or update a record in the ALERT General Index 
file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT --
The input to the TPD "GEN" is the record to be worked with. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the 1LERT General Index 
file. Using the key built, the ALERT General Index file is searched for 
a record which matches the data entered. If no record was found that 
matches the data entered, a record is added to the ALERT general Index 
file using the data entered. If a record is found, it is updated with the 
data entered. 

OUTPUT 

This TPD has no output to the user. The recnrd, as written or rewritten 
to the file, v;rill be written on the Log file preceded by the constant 
"GENFIL =". 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA237 - TPD "JVAR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To add or subtract from the referral count field and record type 
"7~~1" whenever a referral record is added to or deleted from the 
file by TPD "JVRE". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "JVAR" is the ALERT number, ORI and the amount to be added 
or subtracted. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file and retrieve one record which contains an ORI that matches the ORI in 
the entry. If a record is found, the number entered will be either added 
or subtracted from the count field depending upon the sign. After the data 
retrieved is updated, it will be formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN". 
If no record was found, no action is taken. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA238 - TPD "JVDE" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update or delete a Juvenile Detention Record and its Index 
Record from the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPU'l' 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for errors. If errors have occurred, con
trol is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, the book
ing number entered in the inquiry will be transmitted to the TPD HJVDX" to 
search for an index by booking number for the ALERT number. If no record 
was found by the TPD "JVDX", the Life number will be sent to the 'l'PD "JVLX" 
to try and retrieve from the ALERT General Index file a record by Life num
ber to obtain the ALERT number. If the TPD "JVLX" does not find a record, 
control is passed to an output routil:.e. Using the ALERT number obtained, a 
search key is built to search the ALERT Master file and retrieve one record 
which matches the data entered. If a record was retrieved, the data in the 
record is updated and passed to the TPD "MEN" for the rewrite on the ALERT 
Master file. If nO record was retrieved, the data entered will bE~ formatted 
and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual write to the file. 

OUTPUT 

If an erro~ has occurred, the appropriate message is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If the record is updated or entered, the appropri
ate message is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA239 - TPD "JVDX" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE~ To search the ALERT General Index file using the Booking number 
and ORI as search arguments. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "JVDX" is the Booking number and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a search key is built to search the ALERT General 
Index file for a record which matches the data entered. If a record is 
found, the record is moved to SAVEREC starting in position 173. If no 
record was found, no action is taken. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA24!O - TPD "JVFE" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To create or delete a Juvenile Associate Record and its 
associated Index records in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for the input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISEb 

The data entered is first edited for errors. If an error has occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If this is to be a delete, the 
ALERT number and ALERT number of associated records are passed to the TPD 
"JVFX" to retrieve the ALERT General Index associated with the Master file 
record. If the TPD "JVFX" does not retrieve a record, control is passed 
to an output routine. Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to 
search the ALERT Master file and retrieve one record which matches the data 
entered. If a record is found, the data in the record is updated and passed 
to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from the files. If no record was found, the 
data in the inquiry is formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into 
the files. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate error message will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If the data is deleted or entered, the ap
propriate message will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA241 - TPD "JVFX" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a General Index record for the TPD "JVFE". If a 
record is retrieved, the data will be passed back to the calling 
TPD by use of a save area. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA242 - TPD "JVLX" 

DATE OPERATIONAIJ: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To search the ALERT General Index file using Life number and 
ORI search arguments. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "JVLX" is the Life number and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file and retrieve a record which matches the data entered. If a record 
is retrieved, the record is moved to SAVEREC starting at position 173. If 
no record is found, no action is taken by the TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA242 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA243 - TPD "JVME" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter, modify or cancel a Juvenile Life record and its Index 
record from the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data is first edited for errors. If an error has occurred, control is 
passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, the data is for
matted and passed to the TPD "JVMX" for retrieval from the ALERT General 
Index file of an Index record. If the TPD "JVMX" finds a record, the ALERT 
number in the record found will be used to build a partial search key. If 
no record was found by the TPD "JVMX", the ALERT number entered will be used 
to bu:i.ld a partial search key. Using the key built, the ALERT Master file 
will be searched for a record which matches the data entered. If a record 
was found, it will be modified by the data entered or prepared for cancella
tion and passed to the TPD "MEN". If no record was found, the data entered 
will be formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate message will be formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. If a record is modified, cancelled, or entered, 
the appropriate message will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA243 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA244 - TPD "JVMX" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: Refer to documentation of RA242. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

This TPD is identical to the TPD "JVLX". Refer to the documentation on 
the TPD "JVLX" under the title RA242 - TPD "JVLX". 

INDEX NUM8ER 

RA244 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA245 - TPD "JVRE" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter, modify or cancel a Juvenile Referral record and its 
associated Index records from the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for errors. If an error has occurred, con
trol is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, the refer
ral number is transmitted to the TPD "JVRX" to obtain the ALERT number and 
suffix to be used. If a record was found by the TPD "JVRX", a partial key 
is built using the ALERT number retrieved by that TPD. If no record was 
retrieved by the TPD "JVRX", the data entered in the inquiry will be 
used to build a partial key. Using the key built, the ALERT Master file 
will be searched for a record which matches the data entered. If a record 
was retrieved, the data within the record will be modified or be set up for 
cancellation and transmitted to the TPD "MEN". If no record was found, the 
data entered \'lill be formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN". If a new 
record was entered, data will be passed to the TPD "JVAR" to add a 1 to a 
count field. If a record was deleted, a neg~tive 1 will be transmitted to 
the TPD "JVAR" for deletion from a count fiel'd. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate message will be formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If data is transmitted to the TPD "MEN", the appro
priate message will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NuMBER 

RA245 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA246 - TPD "JVRX" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVisED 

January 16, 197~ 

PURPOSE: To search the ALERT General Index file using a Referral number 
and ORI as search arguments. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "JVRX" is the Referral number and ORr. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a search key is built to search the ALERT General 
Index file for a record which matches the data entered. If a record was 
found, the record will be moved to a save area and passed back to the call
ing TPD. If no record was found, no action is taken by this TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA246 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITI.E: RA247 - TPD "JV1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using the Juvenile Life num
ber as a search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPU'l' 

Input to the TPD "JV1" is the ORI and Life Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a search key is built to search the ALERT General 
Index file and retrieve a record which 'matches the data entered. If a 
record is retrieved, the key of that record will be formatted and passed 
to the TPD "AM" for further informatiOn retrieval from the ALERT Master 
file. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are retrieved, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA247 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA248 - TPD trJV2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 
DATE REVISED 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using- a Juvenile Referral 
number as a search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Data collected in thE? Juvenile Referral is input to "JV211. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file for a record which matches the data entered. I~ a record is found, 
the key of the record is formatted and transmitted to the TPD "AM" for 
further information retrieval from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA248 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA251 - TPD "L" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using License number as a 
search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Minimum input to the TPD "L" :'s License n\lrnber. 

PROCEDURE 

The License data entered is used to build a key that searches the ALERT 
General Index file and retrieves from that file up to six License Index 
records. If only one License Index record is found, data is formatted 
to be transferred to TPD "M" for retrieval of further data from the ALERT 
Master file. If multiple records are retrieved from the ALERT General 
Index file, information from each of these records is formatted and trans
ferred to TPD "MULT" for further information retrieval from the ALERT Mas
ter file. If the second character of the inquiry is blank and the State 
of issue is present, the information is formatted and transferred to the 
user routine "# NCIC" for retrieval from the NCIC files. If the 31st byte 
of the inquiry contains a P, any record which contains License record in
formation which matches the partial license entered will be retrieved. On 
a partial search, up to 54 records will be retri~ved. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are found that match the data entered, a message is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal indicating that there was no record found. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA251 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA252 - TPD "LCEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a License and associated data into the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

·INPUT 

Minimum input to the TPD "LCEN" is a License number and vehicle descrip
tion. 

PROCEDURE 

The data enterfld is verified by use of the user program "EDI'r". If the 
data is verified as being correct, the program will continue. If a 
Warrant/Want record is to be entered with the data and it has an offense 
code of "~71~", "~711", "~7l2" or "10713", the data is formatted and trans
ferred to the TPD "LCl" to check and see if the data has already been en
tered under one of these offense codes. If the data has been found to be 
already on the ALERT files, control is passed to an output routine and 
transmitted to the user. If an ALERT number was entered with the data, a 
key is built to search the ALERT Master file and retrieve the next suffix 
to be used by the records being entered. After the ALERT number suffixes 
are obtained, the data is formatted and transferred to TPD "CREN" for the 
actual formatting of data to be entered into the files. After control has 
been returned to the TPD "LCEN" and the offense code has been found to be 
"107110", ",0'711", "10712" or "10713", the data is formatted and transferred to 
the TPD "LCI" for retrieval of any License record which matches the data 
entered. 

OUTPUT 

If the data entered does not pass the edits, the message "CORRECT FIELD 
WITH ASTERISKS" and the inquiry are formatted back to the terminal. If 
the data has been found to be already on file, a message is formatted in
dicating that the TPD was unable to enter the data and sent to the termi
nal. All other output will be formatted by the 'rPD "CREN". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA252 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA253 - TPD "LCJ,." 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To determine if the data being entered by the TPD "LCEN" is 
already on file as a stolen, impounded, repossessed, or con
tract tow. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "LCl" is either a License number or a VIN number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file for a record which contains the first byte of "S", "1", "R", or "C". 
If a record is found, the data is formatted for transmittal to the TPD 
"LCIA" for verification that the ~'7arrant/Want record is still active on 
the data. If "LCIA" determines that the Warrant/Want is still active, 
the constant "REJECT" is returned to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

If no active records are found, control is returned to the calling TPD. If 
an active record is found, the message "UNABLE TO ENTER, FOUND THE FOLLOWING 
ON FILE" is formatted for transmittal to the terminal. Also the data for the 
record found is formatted for transmittal to the TPD "M". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA253 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA254 - TPD "LC1A" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCEBSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To determine if the data retrieved by the TPD "J ... Cl" has an 
active Warrant/Want record on it. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "LC1A" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

\ 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master file 
for an active Warrant/Want record. 

OUTPUT 

If a record is retrieved, the constant "REJECT" is returned to the calling 
TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

AA254 
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SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA255 - TPD "L9" 

~ATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and update a License record on the ALERT Master 
file and ~ts associated records on the ALERT General Index 
file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "L9". 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number ~ntered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file and retrieve the record which matches the data entered. If a record 
is found, the data within it will be updated with the data entered by the 
terminal user. If a field in the input contains an asterisk, the corres
ponding field in the record retrieved will be blanked out or set to zero. 
If the field in the data entered is blank, the corresponding field of the 
record will be left as it was. If a new License number or new VIN is being 
entered, both the ALERT Master file and the ALERT General Index file will 
be updated. For the actual update to the files, the TPDs "MEN" and "GEN" 
will be called. If a location of theft record is to be modified, the data 
will be formatted and transferred to TPD "L9A". If the record being modi
fied had been transmitted to NCIC, a modification will be sent to NCIC. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO POLICE COMPUTER.CENTER" 
will be transmitted to the terminal. If the data being entered is invalid, 
a message will be formatted stating such. If a record has been found and 
updated, the message 'RECORD UPDATED" will be formatted and transmitted to 
the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA255 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA256 - TPD "L9A" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE HEVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update the loca~ion of Theft record on a stolen automobile. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

. INPUT 

Input to the TPD "L9A" is the ALERT number and data to be used for the up
datin~ of the record. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file and retrieve one record. If a record is retrieved, it will be updated 
with the data entered. 

OUTPUT 

If nO record was found, the message 'NO MASTER RECORD FOUND" will be for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. If a record is found and updated, 
the message "RECORD UPDATED" will be formatted and transmitted to the term
inal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA256 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA257 - TPD "M" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using the ALERT number as a 
search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "M" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number in the record, a partial key is built to search the 
ALERT Master file and retrieve one record. The ALERT Master file is searched 
for any record which has a suffix greater than 29. If a record is found, the 
ALERT number entered is transferred to the TPD "AM" for further information 
retrieval from ~~e ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT ---
If this TPD was initiated at a terminal, the inquiry is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO 
POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" is formatted and trcinsmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA257 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA257 - TPD "M" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using the ALERT number as a 
search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "W' is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number in the record, a partial key is built to search the 
ALERT Master file and retrieve one record. The ALERT Master file is searched 
for any record which has a suffix greater than 29. If a record is found, the 
ALERT number entered is transferred to the TPD "AM" for further information 
retrieval from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If this TPD was initiated at a terminal, the inquiry is formatted and tranS
mitted to the terminal. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO 
POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA257 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA258 - TPD "MEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update or add a record in the ALERT Master file. 

PROGPAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "MEN" is the record to be added or updated in the ALERT 
Master file. 

PROCEDURE 

• Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master file and 
retrieve any record. If a record is retrieved, the data entered will be 
used to update that record and rewrite it. If no record was retrieved, the 
data entered will be used to write a new record to the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to the user from this TPD. The record, as it was placed 
into the file, will be written on the Log tape preceded by a constant 
"MASFIL =". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA258 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA259 - TPD "MULT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To determine if an ALERT number has a record with a suffix of 
29 or greater. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "MULT" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

This TPD is called whenever another TPD has retrieved multiple possible 
records from the ALERT General Index file. Along with the ALERT ntmber, 
a count of the number of records retrieved by the calling TPD is sent to 
this TPD. Using the ALERT number, a partial key is built to search the 
ALERT Master file looking for a record that contains a suffix of 29 or 
greater. If no records are found that meet the condition, a 1 is sub
tracted from the count of the records retrieved on the calling TPD.. If 
the conditions are met and the count is greater than 1, the ALERT number 
is transmitted to the TPD "AMM" for further information retrieval from 
the ALERT Master file. If a record was found to match the conditions and 
the count was equal to 1, the ALERT number is transmitted to the TPD "AM" 
for further information retrieval from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are retrieved which match the conditions and the count is less 
than 1, the message "NO RECORD POLICE COMPUTER CENTER" is transmitted to the 
terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA2.59 
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PROGRAMl-'lING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA26.0 - TPD "N" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using name as a search argu
ment. 

PROGRAM NAP]ATlVE 

INPUT 

Minimum input to the TPD "N" is the last name. If a last name compacts 
down to one character, the first initial or first name is required. 

PROCEDURE 

The name data entered is used to build the key that searches the ALERT Name 
Index file and retrieves from that file up to 10 name index records. If 
only one name index record is found, data is formatted to be transferred to 
TPD "M" for retrieval of further data from the ALERT Master file. If multi
ple records are retrieved from the ALERT Name IndeX file, information from 
each of these records is formatted and transferred to TPD "MULT" for further 
information retrieval from the ALERT Master file. If no record is found and 
a license number has been entered with the data, the license information is 
formatted and transferred to the TPD "L". If the second character of the in
quiry code is blank and at least one numeric identifier is entered, the data 
entered is formatted and transmitted to the User routine "# NCIC" for trans
mittal of data to NCIC. 

OUTPUT 

If any records are retrieved, the TPD which is called by this TPD will format 
the output. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO POLICE COM
PUTER CENTER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If the second 
character of th~ inquiry is blank and no numeric identifiers are entered, the 
message "INSUFFICIENT NCIC IDENTIFIERS" is formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA26¢ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA261 - TPD "NAME" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter into the ALERT files an alias name or moniker name 
when a real name is already present in the file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

For input to the TPD "NAME", refer to the User Manual. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited by user routine "EDIT". If the data 
passes all edits, the ALERT Master file is searched to see if the real 
name is present on the flie. If a real name is present, the data is for
matted and translllitted to the TPD "CREN" for the actual building of the 
records to be entered onto the files. 

OUTPUT 

If the data did not pass the edits, the message I}CORRECT FIELDS WITH AS
TERISKS" along with the inquiry is formatted and transmitted to the term
inal. If no real name was found on the file, the message 'UNABLE TO ENTER" 
will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA26l 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA262 - TPD "NC" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using a Real Name or a 
Business Name as a search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

iNPUT 

!-1inimum input to the TPD "NC" is the last name of a person or a business 
name. 

PROCEDURE 

The name data entered is used to build a key that searches the ALERT Name 
Index file and retrieves from that file up to five Name Index records. If 
only one Name Index record is found, data is formatted to be transferred 
to TPD "N" for retrieval of further data from the ALERT Master file. If 
multiple records are retrieved f~om the ALERT Name Index file, information 
from each of these reco;r.(:s is formatted and transferred to TPD "MULT" for 
further information ret:!' val from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If a record or records have b~Bn found, the calling TPD will format the out
put. If no record was found, '~he message "NO RECORD KCMO POLICE COMPUTER 
CENTER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA262 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA263 - TPD "NCCN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTI()N 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter an NCIC Number or MULES Number into the ALERT files. 

PROGRAH NARRAT IVE 

INPU'r --

The input to the TPD "NCCN" is the ALERT Number, ORI, Case Report Number, 
and the MULES or NCIC Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file for a Numbers record which contains an ORI which matches the 
one entered. If a Numbers record is found, the data is formatted so that 
the TPD "MEN" can be called to update the record with the NCIC or MULES 
number. If no record is found, data is formatted so that the TPD "MEN" can 
add a new record to the file. 

bUTPU'r 

If the TPD is originated from the terminal NCIC or the terminal MHPO, there 
will be no output. If another terminal initiates the TPD, the message "RECORD 
UPDATED" and the ALER'l' number are formatted for transmittal to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA254 - TPD "NEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update or add a record on the ALERT Name Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "NEN II is the record to be entered or updated. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Name Index file 
for a record that matches the data entered. If no record was found, the 
data entered will be added to the file. If a record was found, the data 
entered will be used to update the record in the ALERT Name Index file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to the terminal from this TPD. 
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PROGR~MMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: FA:i65 - TPD "NHEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Name and associated records into the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD 'i NMEN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited by the user routine "EDIT". If the data , 
passes all of the edits, the data is formatted and passed to the TPD "NMl" 
to see if the Name is already on file. If the Name is already on file, an 
N9 inquiry is built and passed to the line control program and the ALERT 
Master file is searched for the 'next suffixes to be used by. the associated 
data that is to be entered in tKe ALERT files. All data that is not used 
by the N9 will be formatted and transmitted to the TPD "CREN" for entry 
into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If any fields did not pass the edits, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH AS
TERISKS" and the inquiry are formatted for transmittal to the terminal. If 
the data is to be entered, the ca.lling TPDs will format the output to the 
terminal. 
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PROGKAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA266 - TPD "NM1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To see if a Name is already on file when the calling TPD is 
trying to enter a new name. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "NMl" is a Last Name, First Name, Race, Sex, Date of 
Birth or a Business Name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Name information entered, a key is built to search the ALERT 
Name Index file for a record which matches the data entered. If a record 
is found which matches the data, a switch is set to 1 to indicate that the' 
record was found. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGR.~ TITLE: RA267 - TPD "N7" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To change a Name of a person or Business in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "N7". 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master file for a 
Name record which matches the data entered. If a record is found, the data 
is formatted so that the TPD "MEN" will update the record with the new name. 
If the new name being entered will create a different key from the old name, 
the TPD "NEN" will be called to cancel out the old Name Index record. 

OUTPUT 

If the name has been updated, the message "NAME UPDATED" will be transmitted 
to the terminal. If no name was found, the message "NO RECORD KCMO POLICE 
COMPUTER CENTER THAT MATCHES THE DATA ENTERED" will be formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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I I II II 111111 II 111111 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTAT'ION 

January 16, 1973 

"'. 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA268 - TPD liNg" 

DATE OPERATIONA1~: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update data in cl Name record, Numbers record, SID record 
or Address record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for the input to the TPD "N9". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first vel:ified by the User program "ED:r>r". If the data 
fails to pass the l~dits" con1:rol is passed to an output routine. If the 
data passes all of the ~~ditsl' the key is built using the ALERT number en-:
tered to search the ALERT Master file for a Name record, Numbers record, 
and Address record that match the data entered. If no Name record is found, 
control is transferred to an output routine. Using the records retrieved 
and the data entered, the input for the TPD "MEN" is formatted and control 
is then transferred to tJ:.te TPD liMEN". If an address in a record is being 
replaced with a new c\ddress, data is formatted for the T:?D "GEN" which will 
cancel out the General Inde:x: record for the address being replaced. If a 
State ID number is being t:mt;ered, the data is formatted for l.:he input to the 
TPD "N9A" which will t:mter 1:he SID number. ' 

OUTPUT 

If the records have been successfully retrieved and updated, the message 
"RECORD UPDATED" along with the ALERT number will be formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If no name was found on the file, the message "NAME 
NOT FOUND ON FILE" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If the data 

• entered failed to pass this ecii ts, the message "CORRECT THE FIELDS CONTAINING 
ASTERISKS" along with the in~ruiry will be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA27~ - TPD "OC" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTIQN PROCESSING 
DESCRIP',r I(.'N S 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve ALERT file information using ORI and Case Report 
Number as search arguments. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "OC" is the ORI and Case Report Number. 

PROCEDURE 

The ORI and Case Report Number entered are used to buiid a key that searches 
the General Index file and retrieves from that file up to 20 Civil Index 
records. If records are retrieved, information from ~ach of the records is 
formatted and transferred to TPD HOClH for further information retrieval 
from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are found, the message "NO OFFENSE RECORD FOUND. CRN =", 
followed by the Case Report Number is formatted and transmitted to the term
inal. All other output is formatted by the TPD "OCl". 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: ~ INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA271 - TPD "OCl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To display the offense information under an ALERT number received 
from another TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "OCl" is the ALERT number and suffix, in packed format, 
and the Case Report Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a partial key is built that searches the 
ALERT Master file and retrieves from that file a Name record, Civil Index 
record and an Accident Statistical record which contains the Case Report 
Number entered or an Offense Statistical record which contains the Case 
Report Number entered. 

OUTPUT 

If any records are retrieved, the data retrieved is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. If no records are retrieved, the message "NO OFFENSE 
INFORMATION FOUND" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: F.A272 - TPD "OD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve Offense records using the date of occurrence as a 
search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Minimum input to the TPD "OD" is the starting day. 
Manual for full input capabilities. 

PROCEDURE 

Refe,r to the qser 

Using the data entered, a partial key is built to search t:he 11.LERT General 
Index file and retrieves up to 20 records which meet the conditions set by 
the input. If any records are retrieved from the ALERT General Index file, 
information from each of these records is formatted and transferred to TPD 
"ODl" for further information retrieval from the ALERT Mast:er file. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are found, the message "NO RECORD KCMOPD POL.ICE COMPUTER CEN
TER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. All o~her output will 
be formatted by the TPD "ODl". 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: ~ INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: Inquiry By Offense Date of Occurrence 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA273 - TPD "ODl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and display Offense records for the TPD "OD". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "OD1" is the ALERT number and suffix, in packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT n.umber entered, a partial key is built that searches the 
ALERT Master file and retrieves from that file a Name record, an Offense 
Statistical record and an Offense Location record. 

OUTPUT 

If no records are found, the message "NO OFFENSE·RECORD FOUND" is formatted 
and transmitted t:o the terminal. If any records are found, the data in the 
records found is formatted and transl:nitted to the terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA274 - TPD "OFCN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel a complement of Offense and Civil Index records for 
a particular Case Report Number and ALERT Number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

See the User Manual for input for this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for errors. If erro~s occur, control is 
passed to an output procedure. If no errors occur, the ALERT number en
tered is used to build a partial key to search the ALERT Master file for 
Offense records and a Civil Index record which belong to the Case Report 
Number entered, If no records are found, control is passed to an output 
routine. If records are found, the data within the records found will be 
used to build information to be passed to the TPDs "MEN" and "GEN" for the 
actual deletion of the records from the files. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred in the data entered, the appropriate error message 
will be formatted and transmitted back to the terminal. If records were re
trieved and cancelled, a message will be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal which indicates that the record complement was cancelled. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA275 - TPD "OFF" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate and expand an Offense number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "OFF" is an Offense number and ORr. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Offense number entered, a key is built that searches the ALERT 
Charge file and retrieves from that file a record which contains the 
Offense number entered. If a record is found, a switch is set to 1 to 
indicate that the offense was on the file and the expanded data is trans
mitted back to the calling TPD. If an ORI was entered along with the of
fense code, the ORI is transferred to the TPD "ORI" for validation. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to the user in this TPD. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA276 - TPD "OFKC" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify data in ALERT Master file records which is used to 
create ALERT General Index records. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output. routine. If no errors have occurred, the 
data entered will be used to build a key to search the ALERT Master file 
for the record or records to be modified. If no records are found, control 
is passed to an oU'l:put routine. If a record is found, the data in the record 
and the data entered will be used to format the information to be passed to 
the TPD "MEN" for the actual update to the file. Also, data will be for
matted and transferred to the TPD "GEN" for the cancellation of old data 
from the ALERT General Index file and the entry of new data into the ALERT 
General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If errors have occurred in the data entered, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH 
ASTERISKS" will be formatted along with a redisplay of the input. If no 
record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" will be formatted along with 
the redisplay of the entry. If the complements of records were modified, the 
message "COMPI,EMENT UPDATED" will be formatted along with a redisplay of the 
inquiry. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA277 - TPD "OFUP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify data of Offense records in ALERT Master file which 
is not used to create ALERT General Index records. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, using 
the data entered, a search key is built to retrieve an ALERT Master file 
record which matches the data entered. If no record was found, control is 
passed to an output routine. If a record is found, the data entered and 
the data in the record retrieved will be used to format the'information for 
the TPD "MEN" for the actual update to the file. 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO MATCHING RECORD" will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If any errors have occurred, the message 
"CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" will be formatted along with the display of 
the entry and transmitted to the terminal. If a record was found and up
dated, the message "RECORD UPDATED" will be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA278 - TPD "CIEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: Janua.ry 16, 1973 

SECTlml 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE IS,.,UED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE; To enter a Civil Index record and its associated records into 
the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data is first edited for any errors. If anY' farrors have occurred, con
trol is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, data in 
the input is formatted and passed to the TPD "CINl" for retrieval of an X
type record from the ALERT General Index file, which was c~eated by a TPD 
initiated by the inquiry "STEN". If the TPD "CINl" does not retrieve a 
record, control is passed to an error-output routine. Using the ALERT num
ber in the record retrieved by the TPD "CINl", a key is built to search the 
ALERT Master file for the last 90-type suffix used by the ALERT number re
trieved. If a suffix is found, it will be decremented by 1. If no suffix 
was found, a new suffix will be built. Using the data entered, the ALERT 
number used, and the ALERT number suffix created or updated, information is 
formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual entry into the 
ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate error- message will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If data is transmitted to the TPD "MEN", 
the appropriate message is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF CIVIL INDEX LOCATION INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: CIMX OR SECOND PAGE OF STMX TYPE C 
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III IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA279 - TPD "CIN1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve an X-type record from the ALERT General Index file 
for use by the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "eINl" is a Case Report Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file for a record which contains, in the ALERT number suffix, all 99. If 
a record is found it is placed in a save area and passed back to the call
ing TPD. Also, the data is transmitted to the TPD "GEN" for cancellation 
from the ALERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA279 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA28fJ - TPD "ORI" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate an ORI for a terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "ORI" is the ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

Using the ORI entered and the Terminal ID, a key is built to search the 
ALERT ORI file and retrieve from that file a record which matches the data 
entered. If a record is found, a switch is set to 1 and passed to the call
ing TPD. If the Terminal ID is KCPO, no validation is done on the ORI. If 
the terminal is KCVI, KCVJ, KCVK or KCPA, any ORIon the file will be validated 
for these terminals. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA28~ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA281 - TPD "OSEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To initiat~ the entry of Offense records in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD "OSE.N". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for any errors by use of several subrou
tine programs. If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output 
procedure. The ORI , Case Report Number, Off~mse code, and Supplemental code 
are passed to the TPD "OSN1" to obtain the ALERT number to be used by this 
TPD. If "OSN1" has not found an ALERT number, control is passed to an out-
put routine. If an ALERT number was found, the ALERT number, Case Report 
Number, Supplemental code and ORI are passed to the TPD "OSN2" to obtain the 
next ALERT number suffix to be used for ent:cy of uffense data. When control 
is returned from the TPD "OSN2" and it is not a supplemental entry, the data 
to be passed to the TPD "OSN5" is formatted from the data entered. Control 
is then passed to the TPD "OSN5" to create an S-type record in the ALERT 
General Index file. ~'fuen control is returned from the TPD uOSN5", the data 
received in the inquiry and the ALERT number retrieved by the TPD "OSNl" will 
be used to format the data in record image to be sent to the TPD "MEN" for 
actual entry on the ALERT files. If the ORI being entered is MOKPD¢¢¢¢, data 
will be passed to the TPD "0SN3" for update of an ampersand record on the ALERT 
General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

1f the data received was initiated by a mask, there will be no output trans
mitted to the terminal. The output will be put on the Log tape. If there 
were any errors encountered during a primary edit, the message "CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS", along with a redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks in the 
error fields, will be formatted and transmitted. If an error occurred during 
a secondary edit, the message "RECORD ADDED - CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS", 
followed by the redisplay of the inquiry with asterisks in the fields in error, 
will be formatted and transmitted. If no errors haVe occurred, the message 
"SOURCE DATA ADDED", along with the ALERT number, will be formatted and dis
played to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

.M281 



I ENTERI ~ 

DISPLAY ~ 

CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY IZI UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF OFFENSE STATISTICS SYSTEM: OFFENSE 

ENTER CALL CODE: OSMX OR SECOND PAGE OF STMX TYPE 0 

DISPLAY MASK: OSMK 

EvJS: CY: 

X: 

RA: 

DR: 

'AP: 

XV: 

. Sp.~ 

DO: 

SN: 
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I I I II IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA282 - TPD "OSN1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DAT.E ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ALERT number to be used by the TPD "OSEN". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the Case Report Number, Offense code, ORI and Supple
mental code. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Case Report Number entered and the constant -"X", a search key is 
built to search the ALERT General Index file and retrieve a record which 
contains an Offense code and ORI that matches the ones in the inquiry. If 
a record is found, the data in the record is saved in a save area for use 
by the TPD "OSEN" and the data is then passed to the TPD "GEN" to cancel 
the record from the file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA282 
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PROG~~ING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA283 - TPD "OSN2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DOCUMENTATION 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the next ALERT number suffix for entry of an Offense 
record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

I NPUl' 

. 
Input to this TPD is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number received, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file for the last ALERT number suffix used on a 60-type record and a 90-type 
record. If no 60-type record was found, a new suffix will be created. If a 
60-type record was found, a 1 will be added to the last suffix used and it 
will become the new ALERT number suffix. If no SO-type record was found, a 
new ALERT number suffix will be created. If a 90-type record was found, a 1 
will be subtracted from the suffix to create the new ALERT number suffix to 
be used. The suffixes will then be passed to the calling TPD in a save area. 

OUTPUT 

No output directly from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA283 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA284 - TPD "OSN3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update an Ampersand record with a Case Report Number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is a Case Report Number, ORI and ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

A search key is built to search the ALERT General Index file for the first 
Ampersand record which contains a hexadecimal "FE". If a record was found, 
it will be updated with the data entered and rewritten on the ALERT General 
Index file. If no record was found, no action is taken. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA284 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA286 - TPD "OT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATI;: REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve offense information from the ALERT file using the 
Offense code as a search argument. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

l:NPUT .. --
blnimum input to the TPD "OT" is the ORI and Offense code. Refer t~o the 
User Manual for full and complete input. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built that searches the General Index file 
and retrieves from that file up to 20 records which match the conditions 
set by the data entered. If any records are retrieved from the General In
dex file, information from each of these records is formatted and trans
ferred to TPD "OTl" for further information retrieval from the ALERT Master 
file. 

OUTPUT 

If no record is found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND ON OFFENSE ENTERED" is 
transmitted to the terminal. All other output is formatt~n by OTI. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA286 
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DISPLAY ~ 

CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: ~ INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: INQUIRY AGAINST OFFENSE INFORMATION By OFFENSE TYPE 

ENTER CALL CODE: OT 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM 'l'ITLE: RA287 - TPD "OT1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, ~973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and display records from the ALERT Master file for 
the TPD "OT". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "OT" is the ALERT number and suffix, in packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built that searches the ALERT 
Master file and retrieves from that file a Name record, an Offense Statis
tical record and an Offense Location record. 

OUTPUT 

If any records are retrieved, the data from the records retrieved is for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. If no records are retrieved, the 
message "NO OFFENSE RECORD FOUND" is formatted and transmitted to the term
inal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA287 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM 'l'ITLE: RA288 - TPD "STEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Real Name or Business Name and their associated 
records in the ALERT files, and to create an Index record on 
the ALERT General Index file for use by one of the source data 
entry programs. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

"CNPUT 
~-

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "STEN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "EDIT" for primary 
errors. If any primary errors have occurred, control is passed to an out
put procedure. If no primary edits have occurred, the user routine "EDIT" 
is used again for secondary errors. If any secondary errors occur, the 
data which was in error will be blanked out. After all of the edits have 
been made, the Name data portion of the data is formatted and transferred 
to TPD "ST1" to see if the Name data is already on file. If the Name is 
already on the Master file, the ALERT number passed back from the TPD "ST1" 
is used to build a key to search the ALERT Master file for the ALERT number 
suffixes for the data to be entered. After all data has been retrieved, the 
data entered and the data retrie,red will be formatted and transferred to TPD 
"CREN" for entry into the files. After control is returned by the TPD "CREN", 
the Offense-type code is checked. If the Offense-type code is an A or a T, 
the data is formatted and transferred to TPD "ST2" to build either a C-type 
or E-type record in the ALERT General Index file. If the Offense-type code 
is other than A or T, the data is formatted and transferred to TPD "ST3" to 
build an x-type of record in the A:r,ERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If there were primary edits, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" and 
the data entered, will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If only 
secondary ~rrors have occurred, the message "RECORD ADDED - CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS" and the data entered, will be formatted and transmitted to 
the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA288 



I ENTERI ~ 

DISPLAY ~ 

CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON ARRESTEE 

ENTER CALL CODE: STMX TYPE A 

DISPLAY MASK: STMK 

STMX.SS6S.0RI:MOKPOOOOOT.ARQ 
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CRT ENTR'1' EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON VICTIM 

ENTER CALL CODE: STMX TYPE 0 

DISPLAY MASK: STMK (BUSINESS MASK) 

STMX.8868.0RI:MOKPOOOOpT.ORQ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM '1':1:TLE: RA289 - TPD "ST1" 

DA'H,: OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRZ\NSAC'l'ION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To see if a name is already on file which the calling TPD is 
trying to enter. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "STl II is a Last name, First name, Race, Sex, and Date 
of Birth or a Business name. If the calling TPD had an ALERT number in its 
input, it will also be input to the TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the name information entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Name 
Index file for a record which matches the data entered. If an ALERT number is 
entered, a record which contains that ALERT number will be looked for first. 
If a record is found with the ALERT number entered, a switch is set to 1 and 
the ALERT number is passed back to the calling TPD. If no ALERT number was 
entered or no record Was found with that ALERT number, a search is made on 
the name information only. If a name is found which matches the data entered, 
a switch is set to 1 and the ALERT number is passed back to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

Rl\289 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA29lif - TPD "ST2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or create a C-type or E-type on the ALERT General Index 
file with an ALERT number to be used by a second TPD to be entered 
by the user. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "ST2" is an ALERT number, a Traffic Ticket number or an 
Arrest number. 

PROCEDURE 

If a Traffi,c Ticket number is entered, a key is built to search the ALERT 
General Index file for a C-type record which matches the data entered. If 
an Arrest number is entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General In
dex file for an E-type record. If no records are found, a new record is 
written onto the file. If a record is found, the record is updated with the 
information entered and rewritten on the file. 

OUTPUT 

There is nO output to the user from this TPD. Information is written on the 
Log file when a record 1s added or updated. The information written to the 
Log file will be the record added preceded by the constant "GENFIL =". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA29fJ 



SECTION 

I II II III. II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA291 - TPD IIST3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To create an X-type index in the ALERT General Index file for 
use by second TPD entered by a user, or to initiate the entry 
of a supplemental Civil Index record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "ST3" is an ALERT number, a Case Report number, an 
Offense Code, and a Nature Code. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file for an X-type record \l7hich matches the data entered. If a record is 
found and it is not a supplemental entry, an error switch is set to 1 and 
returned to the calling TPD. If no record is foun.d and it is a supplemen
tal entry, an error switch is set to 1 and returned to the calling TPD. If 
no record is found and it is an initial entry, the data entered is formatted 
and transmitted to the TPD "GEN". If a record is found and it is a supple
mental entry, the data in the record found is formatted and transmitted to 
the TPD "ST4". 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA291 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA292 - TPD "ST4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DI\TE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a primary Civil Index record and pass it to TPD 
"STS". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "ST4" is the ALERT Number and suffix of the record 
to be retrieved, and the ALERT number of the record to be created by the 
TPD "STS". 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number and suffix entered, a key is built to search 
the ALERT Master file for the record that matches the data in the 
key. When the record is found, the data in the record, along with the 
1l.I.ERT number found, is formatted and transmitted to the TPD "STS". If. 
no record is found, control is immediately returned to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA292 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAI{ TITLE: RA293 - TPD "ST5" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISl::D 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build a Civil Index record to be written on the ALERT Master 
file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "ST5" is the data to be entered and the ALERT number 
it is to be entered under. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file for the first 90-type record On the ALERT number entered. If a record 
is found, the suffix for the 90-type is decremented by 1. If no record is 
found, a new suffix is built. The data entered and the suffix retrieved or 
created is used to format the data to be transmitted to the TPD "MEN" 
for entry into the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA293 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA294 - TPD "TPD1" 

DATE OPERh£IONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To act as a control for passing data entered to the appropriate 
TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual fox,', input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

If the ninth position of the inquiry contains the constant "FORMAT", con
trol is passed to an output routine. If the ninth position of the inquiry 
contains the constant "MASFIL", control is passed to the TPD "TPD6". If 
the ninth position of the inquiry contains the constant "NAMFIL", control 
is passed to the TPD "'I'PD9". If the ninth position of the inquiry contains 
the constant "GENFIL"q control is passed to the TPD "TPD8". 

OUTPUT 

If the ninth position of the inquiry contains a constant "FORMAT", a dis
play of the format of all of the types that are valid for this TPD is for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA294 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA295 - TPD "TPD2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

'DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and display information on the ALERT General Index 
file by use of a Traffic Ticket Number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TPD2" is a Traffic Ticket Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Traffic Ticket Number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT 
General Index file for up to five records which match the data entered. 

OUTPUT 

If records are found, each record is formatted and transmitted to the term
inal. If no records are found, the message "NO RECORD KCMOPD COMPUTER CENTER" 
is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA295 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: \Xl INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: INQUIRY FOR TRAFFIC TICKET INDEX RECORDS 

ENTER CALL CODE: TPD2 

DISPLAY MASK: L 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA297 - TPD "TPD4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATEISgUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve and display A-type records from the ALERT General 
Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TPD4" is the court date, court time, court room, 
ALERT number and the ALERT number suffix. Minimum data needed is the court 
date. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT General Index 
file and retrieve up to 10 records which match the data entered. 

OUTPUT 

If records are retrieved, each record is formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. If no record is found, the message "NO COURT RECORD FOUND j

' is 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMSER 

RA297 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: ~ INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 
= 

NAME: INQUIRY TO OBTAIN TRAFFIC COURT DATE RECORDS 

ENTER CALL CODE: TP D 4 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA298 - TPD "TPDS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve offense information from the ALERT Master File 
using Case Report Number ad a search argument. 

PROGRru{ NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "TPD5" is the ORI, ALERT Number and Case Report Number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT Number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
File for a Name Record, Offense Records which contain a Case Report Number 
which matches the one entered, and a civil Index Record which contains a 
Case Report Number which matches the one entered. 

OUTPUT 

If records are retrieved they are formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 
If no records are found the message "NO OFFENSE RECORDS FOUND" is formatted 
and transmitted to tiLe terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA298 
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I I III 11111 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAJ.">1 TITLE: RA299 - TPD "TPD6" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To display ALERT Master File records in character and hexa
decimal format. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TPD6" is the ALERT Number and ALERT Number suffix. 
Only the ALERT Number is required. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT Number entered and ~~ERT Number suffix, if any, a key is 
built to search the ALERT Master File and retrieve up to 20 records. 

OUTPUT 

If records are retrieved, the data of each record is formatted in charac
ter and hexadecimal, by use of the user routine "OUTPUT", and transmitted 
to the terminal. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA299 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3,e1l - TPD "TPD8" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To display ALERT General Index records in both character and 
hexadecimal format. 

PROGRAM NARRATIV~ 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TPD8" is all or part of the data found on an ALERT 
General Index record. The data entered is in character format only, even 
if the data in the record is in packed format. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built by the user routine "GEN KEY" to 
search the ALERT General Index File for up to 20 records which match t~e 
data entered. 

OUTPUT 

If records are retrieved, each record is formatted in both character and 
hexadecimal, by use of the user routine "OUTPUT", and transmitted to the 
terminal. If no record is found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND", is for
matted and transmitted to the user. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3,e1l 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3,02 - TPD flTPD9f1 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To display ALERT Name Index records in character and hexa
decimal format. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD flTPD9" is a last name and first name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the name information entered, a key is built to search the ALERT 
Name Index File for up to 20 records which match the data entered. 

OUTPUT 

If records are retrieved, the data in the records is formatted in charac
ter and hexadecimal format, by use of the user routine "OUTPUT", and trans
mi tted to the -terminal. If no record is found the message "NO RECORD FOUND" 
is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3,02 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3¢3 - TPD "TTAU" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update the arrest counts on an individual. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTAU" is the ORI, the ALERT number, Jacket number, 
Arrest type, and the constants of the fields to be added to or subtracted 
from. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master 
file for a 39-type record which contains the ORI and Jacket number entered. 
If a record is found, the data in the record is updated with the appropri
ate arrest counts and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual update on 
the file. If no record is found, the data entered is used to build a new 
record which will be transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual update to 
the ALERT Master file. If a Jacket number is being entered and the record 
found contains the Jacket number which started with an asterisk, the data for 
cancelling the ALERT General Index record, associated with the Master file 
record, will be formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN", along with the 
ALERT Master file data to be updated. If a General Index record was being 
cancelled, the data will be formatted from the record found, and transmitted 
to the TPD "GEN" for creation of a new ALERT General Index record. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3¢4 - TPD "TTCA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete the Traffic Ticket Statistical and Location of Occurrence 
Master records. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTCA" is the ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

• Using the ALERT number and suffix, the Statistical and Location records are 
retrieved and deleted from the ALERT Master file. The CO'~yt information is 
transferred to the TPD "TTCB" for deletion of the A-type General Index' record. 
If there was a disposition and that disposition was guilty" the TPD "TTAU" is 
used to update the Traffic Ticket conviction count. 

OUTPUT 

If no Statistical record was found, the message "NO MASTER STATISTICAL RECORD 
FOUND" is formatted and transferred back to the TPD "TTCN". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3~4 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3J05 - TPD "TTCB" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete the Court Index record from the ALERT General Index 
file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTCB" is the Court information. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Court information as a key, the A-type General Index record is re
trieved and deleted from the General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

The message "RECORDS CANCELLED" is formatted and transferred back to the TPD 
"TTCN". 

INDEx NUMBER 

RA3f05 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA3.06 - TPD "TTCD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter continuances on Traffic Tickets in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIV,E 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "TTeD". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for data errors. If any errors have oc
curred, control is passed to any output procedure. Using the Ticket number 
entered, the C-type General Index record is read to obtain the ALERT number. 
The data entered and the ALERT number are transferred to the TPD "TTC1" for 
entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If there were any errors detected during the processing of the "TTCD", the 
appropriate error message is formatted, along with the data entered, and 
transmitted to the terminal. If no error was encountered during processing, 
the data entered is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3fil6 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA3,07 - TPD "TTCN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete Traffic Ticket Information records and their associated 
indices. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "TTCN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for errors. If any errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output procedure. Using the Traffic Ticket number 
entered as the key, the C-type General Index record is read. The C-type Index 
ret~rieved is marked for deletion and transferred to the TPD "GEN" for deletion 
from the General Index file. When control is returned, an unissued C-type In
dex is formatted and transferred to the TPD "GEN" for entry into the General 
Index file. The ALERT number and suffix is passed to the TPD "TTCC" which de
letes the Traffic Ticket Information records from the ALERT Master file for 
this Ticket number. 

OUTPUT 

If there was an error during processing the TPD "TTCN", the appropriate error 
message is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3,07 
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TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA3,08 - TPD "TTC1" 

DATE OPERP.TIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update the Traffic Ticket St.atistical record with the new 
court date and time for the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "TTCI" is the da.ta entered to the calling TPD and the 
ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

The input data is passed to the TPD "TTC4" for the retrieval of the Traffic 
Ticket Disposition record and any outstanding warrants for this traffic tic
ket. When control is returned, the ALERT number and suffix is used as the 
exact key to read the Traffic Ticket statistical record from the ALERT Master 
file. The statistical record is updated with the court information and en
tered onto the ALERT files. The old and new court information is passed to 
the TPD "TTC2" for deletion of the old Court index and the creation of a new 
Court index. The input data is passed to the TPD "TTCS" for the updating of 
the Traffic Ticket Disposition record and the deletion of any outstanding 
warrants. If there was a previous disposition of guilty, the TPD "TTAU" is 
used to update the traffic conviction count in the 39-type Master record. 

OUTPUT 

If there were any errors detected while processing "TTC1", the appropriate 
error message is formatted and transferred back to the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3,08 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA3~9 - TPD "TTC2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete an Old Court Index record and create a New Court Index 
record for the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input is the Old Court information and the New Court information. 

PROCEDURE 

The New Court information is used to read the A-type Indexes to retrieve an 
available Dummy Index. The Dummy Court Index is updated with the New Court 
information and the ALERT number and suffix, and transferred to the TPD 
"TTC3" for entry into the files. Using the Old Court information as the key, 
the Old Court Index is retrieved from the General Index file. The Old Court 
Index is marked for deletion and transferred to the TPD "'l'TC3" for deletion 
from the General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

When processing by the TPD "TTC2" is complete, the message "RECORD UPDATED" 
is formatted and transferred to the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3~9 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA31~ - TPD "TTC3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To rewrite any Court Index record that is passed from a calling 
TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTC3" is the Court Index record as it is currently on 
file and the Court Index record as it is to be rewritten on the file. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Court Index record as it is on file as the key, the General Index 
file is read to retrieve the Court Index record to be updated. The record 
read is updated with the new Court Index record and entered onto the General 
Index file. 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

R'\31~ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA311 - TPD "TTDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter dispositions on Traffic Tickets in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "TTDP". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for data errors. If any errors have 
occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. If no errors have 
occurred, the C-type General Index record is read to obtain the ALERT 
number. The ALERT number and ORI is transferred to the TPD "TTD1" to re
trieve the Traffic Ticket Information records. If the disposition is war
rant-issued, the data entered is passed to the TPD "TTD2" for entry of a 
Warrant record and associated indices. The data entered and the data re
trieved is transferred to the TPD "TTD4" for entry into the files. 

OUTPUT 

If there were any data errors, the message "CORRECT FIELDS CONTAINING 
ASTERISKS" and the data entered will be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. If nO errors occurred, the message "RECORD UPDATED" and the data 
entered will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA311 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA312 - TPD "TTDl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve Master file records for TTDP. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTD1" is the ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number, the ALERT file is searched to insure that a name 
is on file for moving violations, and to retrieve and'store the Traffic 
Ticket Statistical, Location and Disposition records. 

OUTPUT 

If no Traffic Ticket Statistical record is found, a message "NO STATIS-:'ICAL 
RECORD FOUND" is formatted and transferred back to the TPD "TTDP". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA312 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3l3 - TPD "TTD2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Warrant record and Index. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

The input to the TPD "TTD2" is the Disposition code, Bond amount, Court 
date, Warrant number and ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number and a suffix-type of "30", the ALERT file is read to 
find the next Warrant suffix available. The Warrant Record and Index is for
matted and transferred to TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. If the 
disposition code was Bench Warrant and Failure-to-Appear, control is passed 
to TPD "TTD3" to obtain the next Warrant number to be issued for Failure-to
Appear warrants. When control is returned from the TPD "TTD3", the Failure
to-Appear warrant and Index records are formatted and transferred to the TPD 
"MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INI.'EX NUMBER 

&\313 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA314 - TPD "TTD3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve the next Fai1ure-to-Appear Warrant number and to 
update the "Ticket" Index record for the next Warrant number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

There is no input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the exact key "Ticket", the Genet'a1 Index file is read to retrieve the 
next sequential Failure-to-Appear number, which is passed to the TPD "TTD2". 
The Fai1ure-to-Appear number in the "Ticket" Index is then updated by one 
and rewritten to the file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3l4 
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PROGRrulli~ING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3l5 - TPD "TTEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Traffic Ticket Statistical and Location of Occurrence 
records into the ALERT files and to create associated Index 
records on the ALERT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD "TTEN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "EDIT" for primary 
errors. If any primary errors have occurred, control is passed to an out
put procedure. If no primary errors have occurred, the user routine "EDIT" 
is used again for secondary errors. If any secondary errors have occurred, 
the data which was in error will be blanked out. After all of the edits 
have been made, the ALERT number which is obtained from the General Index 
is transferred to TPD "TTl" to retrieve the suffix which is to be used in 
entering the Traffic Ticket information. The data entered will be formatted 
and transferred to TPD "MEN" for entry into the files. After control is re
turned by the TPD "MEN", the data is formatted and transferred to TPD "'l'T2" 
to build a C-type record in the ALERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT -_.-
If there were primary edits, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" and 
the data entered will be formatted and transferred to the terminal. If only 
secondary errors have occurred, the message "RECORD ADDED - CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS" and the data entered will be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3lS 
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III 11111 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3l6 - TPD "TTOA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update Traffic Ticket Accountability records in the ALERT 
General Index file with an Officer's Serial number, date issued, 
and unit. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Inpu·t to ":.::le TPD "TTOA" is the ORI, Officer's Serial Number, beginning 
Traffic Ticket number, date issued and unit. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first validated to see that a valid Radio number, Date, 
Unit and Ticket number are entered. The Ticket number entered must end with 
either 00, 20, 40, 6~ or 80. Using the Traffic Ticket number entered, a key 
is built to search the ALERT General Index file for records which contain a 
Traffic Ticket number which falls within a range of 2~ from the beginning 
Traffic Ticket number entered. Only those records which contain a number 
less than 2 in the 29th position will be retrieved. If records are found, 
the data in each record is updated with the data entered and transmitted to 
TPD "GEN" for the actual update on the file. 

OUTPUT 

If nO records were found, the message "NO RECORDS FOR TICKETS GIVEN" will be 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If tickets were found, a message 
which states that the Traffic Ticket group was updated and which tickets it 
started with and which tickets it ended with will be formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA3l6 
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TP~SACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGR~1MING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA317 - TPD "TTUP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update a Traffic Ticket Statistical and/or Location of 
Occurrence record in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "TTUP". 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "EDIT-IT" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. The 
ALERT number entered is used as a key to read the ALERT Master file to re
trieve the Traffic Ticket Statistical and Location records. The records are 
updated with the data entered and transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into 
the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPU'r 

If any errors were detected while processing "TTUP", the appropriate error 
message and data entered is formatted and transmitted to the terminal, other
wise the message "RECORD UPDATED" is formatted and transferred to the termin~l. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA317 
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SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

~--I 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA3l8· .. TPD "TTl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve the next Traffic Ticket ALERT number suffix for 
use by the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTl" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number and a suffix type of "45", the ALERT file is read 
saving the last ALERT number found. One is added to the suffix and re
turned to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA318, 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA319 - TPD "TT2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update C-type General Index with complete ALERT number and 
suffix. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TT2" is the old and new formatted C-type General 
Index record. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Ticket number and ORI from the old C-type Index, the ALERT 
General Index file is read. If a record is found, the record is updated 
with the new suffix. If no record is found, a complete new General Index 
record is added. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA319 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

-============================±=============== 

PROGRAM TITLE: l;'m32~ - TPD "WIEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Warrant/Want record in the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data is first validated to see if the proper data is present and in 
the correct format. If the edits ar~ passed, a key i~built using the 
ALERT number entered to search the Master file for the real name, a 15-
type record which contains the ORI entered, a 3517-type record, a 39-type 
record, and a 30-type record with the last suffix used for the type of 
crime being entered. After all of the edits have been completed and all 
of t.he data retrieved, the data enterl~d and. the data retrieved will be 
formatted and transmitted to the TPD "CREN" for the actual entry into the 
ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If there were errors in the entry, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS", 
followed by the redisplay of the inquiry, will be formatted and transmitted to 
the terminal. All other output will be done by the TPD "CREN". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA32,0 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA321 - TPD "W2EN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Fixed Format Information records and/or Free Format 
Information records into the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input for this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data being entered is first edited for any errors by the user routine 
"EDIT". If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output rou
tine. After all edits have b~en passed, a key is built using the data 
entered to search the ALERT Master file for a Name record, License record, 
Free Format record, and a Fix Format record. If no Name or License record 
was found, control is passed to an error routine. If a Fixed Format Infor
mation record is being entered and there is one already on file for the ORI 
being entered, control will be passed to an error routine. If no errors 
have occurred, the data is formatted to be transferred to the TPD "MEN" for 
the actual entry of data. Control will be passed to the TPD "MEN" two times 
if a Fixed Format Information ret.ord and a Free Format Information r~cord 
are to be built. If the data being entered should go to NCIC, data will be 
built to transfer to the user routine "#NCIC" for transmission of data to NCIC. 

OUTPUT 

If no errors had occurred in the data entered, the message "RECORD ADDED", 
along with the ALERT number and name or license data was entered under, will 
be transmitted to the terminal. If the TPD was trying to create a Fixed 
Format Information record and there was one already on file, the message 
"FIXED FORMAT ALREADY ON FILE" will be transmitted to the terminal. If any 
other errors were encountered, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS", 
followed by a redisplay of the data entered, will be transmitted to the term
inal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA321 
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DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA322 - TPD "W5" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify the beat number on all Warrant/Want records for 
specific ORI and ALERT number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "W5" is the ORI, ALERT number, and Beat number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using th\: ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the ALERT MastE~r 
file for any Warrant/Want record which contains an ORI that matches the 
ORI entered in the inquiry. If any records are found, the records will 
be modified with the Beat number entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" fOl~ 
the actual rewrite on the ALERT Master f:tle. 

OUTPUT 

If records were updated, the message "RECORDS UPDATED," along with the 
ALERT number and the name or license that the data is entered under is 
transmitted to the terminal. If no Warrant/Want record was found, the 
message "NO WARRANTS FOUND ON ALERT/ r " followed by the ALERT number, 
will be transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA322 



I I II IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA323 - TPD "W9" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify a Warrant/Want record on the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If an~ errors were found, 
control is passed to an error routine. Using the data entered, a key is 
built to search the ALERT Master file for a Warrant/Want record which 
matches the data entered. If no record was found, control is passed to 
an output routine. If a record was fou~d and the Case Report N\~er entered 
is different from the Case Report Number in the record, the data in the 
record will be used to fOl."1tIat the information to be passed to 'the TPD 
"GEN" to cancel the M-type record from the ALERT General Inde" file. In 
all cases, the data in the record retrieved and the data entered will be 
used to format the information to be passed to the TPD "MEN" for the actual 
update to the ALERT files. If the Warrant/Want record had information 
sent to NCIC 7 the data for transmitting a modification to NCIC will be 
formatted and passed to the user routine "#NCIC". 

OUTPUT 

If a record was modified, the message "RECORD UPDATED" and the ALERT num
ber are transmitted to the terminal. If an error had occurred, the mes
sage "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" followed by a redisplay of the inquiry 
will be transmitted to the terminal. If no Warrant/Want record was found, 
the message "NO WARRANT FOUND KCMOPD COMPUTER CENTER" will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. 

I INDEX NUMaER 

RA323 



SECTION 

I I III 111111111111 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA324 - TPD "TTNO" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a block of Ticket numbers to be used for Failure-to
Appear Warrants. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to "TTNO" is the beginning and the ending ticket number for 
the block of traffic tickets being entered. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for errors. If any errors have oc
curred, control is passed to an output procedure. The ticket numbers 
are formatted into the "TICKET" Index record and transferred to the TPD 
liGEN" for. entry' into the General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If the:t'e have been any errors, the appropriate error message is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal, otherwise the message "NEW TICKET NUMBER 
ENTERED" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA324 



-------------------------------------------------------=----
SECTION 

I 1111 111111111111 
T}:.ANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITI.E: RA325 - TPD "ERR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To pass an error message to the line control. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is an error code. 

PROCEDURE .. 

Using the code received, this TPD searches a table and formats a message 
to be passed to the line control for transmission to the originating 
terminal. 

OUTPUT 

Output is the error message going to the line control. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA325 



SECTION 

I I III 11111 III alill 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED 

PROGRMIMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA326 - TPD "TTD4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update the disposition and delete any prev;i.c',;~s warrants 
for this Traffic Ticket. 

P.ROG~ NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the data entered through "'J'~>DP" and data 
retrieved from the ALERT files. 

PROCEDURE 

DATE ReVISED 

If there was a previous disposition for this tr~ffic ticket and that 
disposition was for a warrant, the Warr~nt record and Index record will 
be canceled by the user routine "RA646," and the B-type Index is formatted 
and transferred to the TPD "GENII for deletion from the General Index file. 
The disposition record and the B-type Index record is formatted and trans
ferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the files. If the new disposition 
code is for Failure-to-Appear, contJ.'ol is passed to the TPD "TTD3" to 
retrieve the next Failure-to-Appear number. When control is returned from 
"TTD3," the Traffic Ticket Statistical, Disposition and the C-type Index 
records for the Failure-to-Appear are formatted and transferred to the 
TPD "MEN" for entry into the files. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA326 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II 111111 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE RE'/ISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA328 - TPD "TTC4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve the Traffic Ticket Statistical, Disposition, and 
any outstanding Warrant records for the calling TPD. 

PROG~~ NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "TTC4" is the ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE ----
Using the ALERT number as a key, the ALERT Master file is read. The 
Traffic Ticket Statistical and Disposition records are stored along with 
the Warrant records if found, to be returned to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

If no Statistical record is found, the message "NO STATISTICAL RECORD 
FOUND" is formatted and transferred to the calling TPD. 

INl:lEX NUMBER 

RA328 
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I III IIII III IIIII 
'rRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA329 - TPD "TTC5" 

DATE OPERATIONAJ,: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To upda.te a Disposition record and cancel any outstanding 
warrants for the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTC5" is the data entered through the TPD "TTCD" 
and the record retrieved. 

PROCEDURE 

The Disposition record is upd~ted with the continuance information and 
transferred to the TPD "MEN" for (;.;ntry into the files. If there is an 
outstanding warrant, the warrant record and its associated index are 
deleted from the files. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA329 



.' 

I III IIII 11691111 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA33~ - TPD "DUMY" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January H, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSliED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: This TPD has no function other than to be present in core 
with the "FASTER" link. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

This TPD is a dummy routine. It does nothing. 

RA33~ 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA333 - TPD "TTCC" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete the Traffic Ticket Disposition record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTCC" is the ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

The ALERT number is passed to the TPD "TTCE" which returns the Traffic 
Ticket Information records from the ALERT Master file. The Traffic 
Ticket Disposition record is marked for deletion and transferred to the 
TPD "MEN "\. for deletion from the ALERT Master file. The ALERT number and 
suffix is then passed to the TPD "TTCA" for deletion of the Traffic Ticket 
statistical and Location records and associated indices. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA333 



SECTION' 

I I III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA334 - TPD "TTVL" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update one Traffic Ticket Index to indicate a Void or Lost 
Ticket. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for inJ?ut to the TPD "TTVL". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified. If any errors are found, control 
is passed to an output procedure. The Traffic Ticket number entered 
is used as a key to read the General Index file to retrieve the Lost 
or Void Index. The Traffic Ticket Index is formatted and transferred 
to the TPD "GEN" for entry into the file. 

OUTPUT 

If any errors;",';·~ detected during the processing of "TTVL," the appro
priate error n",';'J:'c;,")e is .\\,ormatted and transmitted to the terminal, 
otherwise the n\~;&:'Jn)f,e "RECORD UPDATED" am .. data entered is formatted 
and transmitted ~o the terminal. 

lNDEX NUMBER 

RA334 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA335 - TPD "CRI" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To initiate the entry of, or update of, a State ID record into 
the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALERT number and State ID from the calling 
TPD "CREN." 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number received, a key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file and retrieve one State ID record. If no ~ecord is found, 
the data is formatted to be passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry of a new 
State ID record. If a record is found, the data in the re'cord, along 
with the state ID received by the calling TPD, will be formatted and 
passed to the TPD "MEN" for the update of the record on the ALERT Master 
file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA335 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA336 - TPD "N9A" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTldN PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter or modify a State ID record on the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is an ALERT number and State ID number received from 
the calling TPD "N9". 

PROCEDURE 

Refer to the Program RA335 for the procedure for this TPD. 

OUTPU'!' ---
There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA336 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

TITLE: RA337 - TPD "PKEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

If " II II 

SECTiON 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Parking Ticket information and its associated records 
in the ALERT files through one mask. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PKEN." 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "EDIT" f01:' errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
The data is reformatted by the user routines "BLDSTEN" and "BLDTTEN" 
for entry into the files by the TPD's "STEN" and "TTEN." 

OUTPUT 

If there were a.ny errors, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS," 
and the data entered will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA337 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA338 - TPD "ANAM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: ,January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUl:D DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Name into the ALERT Master file on a complement of 
records which does not have a name. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALERT number, a person!s name and descrip
tors or an ALERT number and Business name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, a key is built to search the. ALERT Master 
file for a Nru~e record. If no record was found, the data entered will 
be used to format the data to be passed to the TPD "MEN" for the actual 
entry of the name onto the ALERT files. If a Name record is already 
found to be on file, control is passed to an error output routine. 

OUTPUT 

If the entry of a name was initiated, the message "NAME RECORD ADDED," 
along with the ALERT number, is formatted and passed to the terminal. 
If a Name record was found, the message "REAL/BUSINESS NAME ON FILE USE 
N9" will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA338 



SECTION 

I II III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DA'rE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

============================================~ 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA34,0 - TPD "GCAN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel or add a General Index record using a full key. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this ~PD is the data in the key and straight character format. 

PROCEDURE 

If the data entered indicates that the record is to b~ cancelled, a 
search key is built using the user routine RA642. Using the key builte 
the ALERT General Index file is searched for a record which matches the 
key. If no record was found, control is passed to an output routine. 
If the record was found, the record is passed to the TPD "'GEN" to be 
cancelled. If the data entered was to be added to the ALERT General 
Index file, a search key is built by the user routine RA642 and tlle ALERT 
General Index file searched for a record which matches the key built. 
If a record was found which matches the data entered, control is passed 
to an output routine. If no record was found, the data entered will 
be used to format information to be passed to the TPD "GEN" for entry 
of the data into the ALERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If an ALERT General Index record was cancelled, the message "GENERAL-INDEX 
RECORD CANCELLED II will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If 
a record was added, the message "GENEPAL-INDEX RECORD ADDED" will be for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. If an attempt was made to add 
a record which was already on file, the message "GENERAL-INDEX ALREADY 
ON FILE" will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If no record 
was found when a record was to be cancelled, the message "NO RECORD FOUND 
GEN-INDEX" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

IND!:X NUMBER 

RA34,0 
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PROGRAMMING DOCU~~NTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA343 - TPD "OSN5" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16 1 1973 

SECTION 

TRANS.A.CTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update or initiate the creation of an S-type record in the 
ALERT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the offense code, matrix code, date of occurrence, 
hour of occurrence, beat of occurrence, and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

A search key is built to search the ALERT General Index file for an S-type 
record which contains all "9s" in the ALERT number and suffix field. If 
no record was found, the data entered will be formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GEN" for entry of a new s-type record in the ALERT General Index 
file. If a record was found, the record retrieved will be updated with 
the data entered and rewritten on the ALERT General Index file. In all 
cases, data will be formatted and passed to the TPD "OSN6" for creation 
or update of a T-type ALERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

AA343 
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TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA344 - TPD "OSN6" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update or initiate the crE~ation of a T-type record in the 
ALERT General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the same as the input to the TPD "OSNS." Refer 
to the writeup on RA343. 

PROCEDURE 

If no date of occurrence was entered, no action is taken by this TPD 
and control is immediately returned to the calling TPD. If date of 
occurrence is not blank, a search key is built to search the ALERT 
General Index file for the first T-type record with all "9s" in AT...ERT 
number and suffix. If no record was found, the data received in the 
inquiry will be formatted and passed to the TPD "GEN" for the entry of 
a new T-type record in the ALERT General Index file. If a record was 
found, the data entered will be used to update the data in the record 
and the records will be rewritten. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA344 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROG~~ING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA345 - TPD "ACN3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To create or update the W-type ALERT General Index record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the date of occurrence, time of occurrence, beat 
of occurrence and the ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the date of occurrence and the constant "W", a partial search key 
is built to search the ALERT General Index file and determine if there 
is a Dummy record On the file. If this record is found, it is updated 
to point to the associated Accident Master file record. If this record 
is not found, the W-type ALERT General Index record is created. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA345 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

SECTION 

TJ{ANSACTION PROCESSING 
DTISCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

=============================================~,,--.'-

PROGRAM TITLE: RA352 - TPD "PKNM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Real Name or Business Name and Address record to 
the ALERT files for a parking ticket. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for errors. If any errors have oc
curred, control is passed to an output procedurE. The Ticket number and 
ORI are used to read the C-type General Index to obtain the ALERT number 
for the parking ticket to which the Name and Address records are to be 
entered. The data entered is transferred to the TPD "PKNl." Upon return 
from "PKN1," if any errors were detected, control is passed to an output 
procedure. The entry data is transferred to the TPD "PKN2" to search the 
ALERT files for a duplicate license with a matching name already on file. 
When control is returned from "PKN2," the Name record and Address record 
and their associated indices are formatted and transferred to the TPD ' 
"MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If there were any errors encountered during the processing of "PKNM," 
the appropriate error message is formatted, along with the data entered, 
and transmitted to the terminal. If no error was encountered during 
processing, no output is transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA352 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA353 - TPD "PKN1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: Jan.llary 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To insure that a Name or Business Name is not being entered 
where a Name or Business name has already been entered, and if 
the license information being entered matches that which was en
tered with the initial entry of the parking ticket. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the data entered through the TPD "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

The ALERT number is used to read the ALERT file looking for a Name record 
and a matching License record on file. An error switch is set to indicate 
whether a Name record was found to be on file or there was no matching 
License record on file. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA353 
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'l'R~NSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRI;I?TIONS 

DATE ISSUED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA354 - TPD "PKN2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To read the K-type General Index record to find matching 
License records. 

P.ROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the inquiry <;lata entered through "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

The license information is used as a key to read the General Index file 
searching for matching L~0ense records.. The ALERT number from each 
License Index is passed to the TPD "PKN4." If a matching name is found by 
PKN4 control is returned to "PKNM. It The entry data is passed to the TPD 
IPKN3" which searches for matching address indexes. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA354 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA355 - TPD "PKN3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION' 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To read the I-type Index records to find matching Address 
records. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the entry data ente:J::'ed through the TPD "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

Using the address information as a ](ey, the I-type indexes are read 
searching for matching Address records. The AJ4ERT number from each 
Address Index is passed to the TPD "PKN4" which checks the name infor
mation for a matching Name record. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA355 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA356 - TPD lPKN4" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE RQVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To see if ~ name is already on file which the calling TPD 
is trying to enter. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the data entered through the TPD "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number as a key, the ALERT file is re~d looking for a 
Name record which matches the name information in the input data. If a 
matching name is found, a switch is set to indicate to the calling TPD 
that a matching name was found. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

.. 
't 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA356 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA357 - TPD "F35 11 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify data in "a Free E'ormat record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

The data entered is first validated for errors. If errors ha\Te occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, a 
search key is built using the ALERT nUlnber and suffix entered for re
trieval of one record. If no record was found, control is passed to an 
output routine. The data in the records ret:t'ieved and the data in the in
quiry is formatted and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual rewrite 
of the ALERT Master record. If the Cas.e Report Number in the record is 
different from thp. Case Report Number in the inquiry, the data in the 
record retrieved will be used to format the data for building an ALERT 
General Index record to be passed to the TPD "HEN" along with the ALERT 
Master File record information. If the Case Report Number and the record 
retrieved is different from the Case Report Number entered, the data will 
be formatted to be passed to the TPD "GEN" to cancel the original ALERT 
General Index record for the Master File record retrieved. 

OUTPUT 

If err.ors are found with the data entered, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH 
ASTERISKS", along with the inquiry will be transmitted to the terminal. 
If no :t'ecord was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" is transmitted to 
the terminal. 

IN!)EX NUMBER 

RA357 
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DESCRIrTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

TITLE: RA358 - TPD "TTCE" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a Traffic Ticket Statistical and Location records 
for the TPD "TTCA." 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "TTCE" is the ALERT number and suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number, the ALERT Master file is searched to retrieve 
and sture the Traffic Ticket Statistical and Disposition records. 

OUTPUT 

If no Traffic Ticket Statistical record is found, the message "NO STATIS
TICAL RECORD FOUND," is formatted and transferred back to the TPD "TTCN." 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA358 

~~ --------- ------
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA359 - TPD "MCAN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel an ALERT Master file record using an actual key. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "MCAN" is the ALERT number and the ALERT number suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master file for 
one record. If a record is found, the record will be rewritten with a high 
value in the first character. When the record is rewritten, the message 
"MASFIL =", followed by the data in the records rewritten, will be formatted 
and passed to the Log file. 

OUTPUT 

If incorrect data was entered, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS" 
is formatted, along with a redisplay of an inquiry and transmitted to the 
terminal. If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND" will be for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. If a l~ecord was rewritten, the mes
sage "RECORD CANCELLED", along with the ALERT {lumber, is formatted and trans-, 
mitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA359 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA36jO - TPD "ARDl" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ALERT number to be used by the TPD "ARDP". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the Arrest number and the ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Arrest number entered and the constant "E",. a partial key is 
built to search the ALERT General Index file to retrieve the associated 
ALERT number of the Arrest number and ORI entered. If any errors are 
detected, a switch is set for future reference indication an error 
has occurred. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output to this TPD. 

INDE'X NUMBER 

RA36jO 



I II Iii !III I II II 111111 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA361 - TPD "TEN3" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1J73 

PURPOSE: To set a flag on or off in the ALERT Master File Name Record 
to indicate that a subject is 1yJ-31. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data entered, a key is built to search the ALERT Master file and 
retrieve all of the real names, alias names, moniker names and a l6-type 
record. If no record was found, control is passed to an output routine. 
If the 36th position of the inquiry is blank, each Name record that is re
trieved will have the data modified and transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for 
the actual rewrite of the record. If the 36th position of the inquiry is 
blank and a l6-type record is retrieved, the data in the l6-type record is 
updated with a Case Repor,t Number entered and the data is then transmitted 
to the TPD "MEN" for the :actua1 rewrite of the data. If the 36th position 
of the inquiry is blank and no l6-type record was retrieved, the data entered 
will be used to format the information to be passed to the TPD "MEN" for en
try of a l6-type record into the A:::"ERT Master file. If the 36th byte of the 
inquiry contains a "D", the data in the Name records retrieved will have in
formation indicating that the subject was removed and the information 
will be transmitted to the TPD "MEN" for the actual rewrite of the records. 
If the 36th byte of the inquiry is a liD" and a l6-type record was retrieved, 
the Case Report Number and the l6-type record will be blanked out and infor
mation will be transmitted to the TPD "MEN". 

OUTPUT 

If no record was found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND KCMOPD COMPUTER CENTER" 
will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If records were retrieved, 
the message "NAME RECORDS UPDATED FOR ALN/" and the ALERT number will be for
matted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA361 



I I I II IIII III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA37~ - TPD "JVAE" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Case Analysis record into the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited. If any edit errors have occurred, control 
is passed to an error output routine. After all edits have been passed, the 
Life number and ALERT number entered are passed to the TPD "JVEl" to retrieve 
the Life Number record from the ALERT General Index file. If no Life Number 
record was found, or multiple Life Number records were found on the ALERT 
General Index file, control is passed to an error routine. If only one Life 
Index record was found, the ALERT number is passed to the TPD "JVE2" to look 
for the last 71-type record used on the ALERT Master file. When control is 
returned from the TPD "JVE2", the data in the inquiry and the data received 
from the TPD "JVE2" is formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry of the 
data into the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate error message is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. When the record has been added, the message "RECORD 
ADDED", along with the ALERT number, are formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA37~ 



I I III II IIII II 11111 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA371 - TPD "JVE1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a Life Index record from the ALERT General Index 
file for the TPD "JVAE". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALERT number and a Juvenile Life number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data received, a search key is built to search the ALERT General 
Index file for one Juvenile Life Number record. If no records were found 
or more than one record was present, an error switch is set and sent back 
to the calling TPD. If only one record was found, data within the record 
will be passed back to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA371 



I I I II 11111 III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA372 - TPD IJVE2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a 71-type record from the ALBRT Master file for 
the TPD II JVAE II • 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALER'I' number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number received, a search key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file for one 71-type record. The last 71-type record found will be 
transmitted back to the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDE'X NUMSER 

RA372 



I I II III1 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA373 - TPD "JVAU" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To update a Case Load Analysis record on the ALERT Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited for any errors. If an edit error has 
occurred, control is passed to an output routine. After all edits have 
been passed, the Juvenile Life number and ALERT number are passed to the 
TPD "JVU1" for the retrieval of a Juvenile Life number record from the 
ALERT General Index file. If no record or multiple records were found by 
the TPD "JVU1", control will be passed to an error output routine. When 
only one Juvenile Life number record was retrieved by the TPD "JVU1", the 
ALERT number is passed to the TPD "JVU2" for the retrieval of the ALERT 
Master file record to be updated. The data retrieved by the TPD "JVU2" 
and the data entered is formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for the 
actual update of the record in the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred, the appropriate error message is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. If the record was updated, the message 
"RECORD UPDATED", along with the ALERT number, will be formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA373 



I I I II IIII III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLB: RA374 - TPD "JVU1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIP'rrONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a Juvenile Life number record from the ALERT General 
Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALERT number and a Juvenile Life number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number and Juvenile Life number, a search key is built to 
search the ALERT General Index file for a Juvenile Life number record. If 
no record or multiple records were found, an error switch is set and passed 
back til) the calling TPD "JVAU". If only one record was found, the data in 
the record is passed back to the calling TPD "JVAU". 

OUTPUT 

There is nO output from this TPD. 

IND! X NUMflrll 

RA374 



I I III IIII II 111111 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRA1~ TITLE: RA375 - TPD IJVU2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve a 71-type record from the ALERT Master file 
for the TPD "JVAU." 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is an ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number received, a key is built to search the ALERT 
Master file for the record to be updated by the TPD "JVAU." When the 
record is found, it is passed back to the calling TPD "JVAU." 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA375 
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I I I II 1III II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA376 - TPD "BSEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIP'J:'IO"JS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REvISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter a Business Name and associate information into the 
ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

I NPU'!' 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first edited by the user routine ""EDIT. " If the data 
passes all of the edits, the data is formatted and passed to the TPD "BS1" 
to see if the name is already on file. If the name is already on file, 
an N9 inquiry is built and passed to the line control program. If the 
TPD "BSl" passes back an ALERT number, it will be used to' build a key to 
search the ALERT Master file for the next suffixes to be used by the 
associated data that is to be entered in the ALERT files. All data that 
is not used by the N9 will be formatted and transmitted to TPD "CREN" 
for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If the data entered was found to be an error, the message "CORRECT FIELDS 
WITH ASTERISKS" along with a redisplay of the inquiry, will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. All other output will be done by the 
TPD "CREN." 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA376 



I ,. IIII II IIIII 

PROG~~ING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: FA377 - TPD "BSl" 

DATE OPEFATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To determine if a Business Name is already on file when the 
calling TPD is trying to enter a new one. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD nBS1" is a Business Name. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the name information siltered, a key is built to search the ALERT 
Name Index file for a record which matches the data entered. If a 
record is found which matches the data, a switch is set to one to indicate 
that the record was found and the ALERT number is returned to the calling 
TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

FA377 



" I III 11111 III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA378 - TPD "V2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To search for a possible VIN or possible License record when 
an exact match was not found on a License or VIN search. 

PROGRAM: NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "V2" is either a VIN or a License riumber. 

PROCEDURE 

If a VIN is entered, the search key is built with a "G" followed by 
binary zeros. If a license is entered, the search key is built with a 
"K" in the first position followed by binary zeros. Using the key built, 
the ALERT General Index file is searched looking for up to five records 
which match the conditions set. The user routine, "RA66,el", will do the 
actual checking of each record for accept~ibili ty. 

OUTPUT 

If no record is found, the message "NO RECORD FOUND KCMOPD," is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If any records are found, the message, 
"NO RECORD FOUND FOR DATA ENTERED FOUND THE FOLLOWING POSSIBLES," is for
matted and transmitted to the terminals. Also, each record retrieved 
will be formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA378 



SEC11(;~J 

I I 1111 IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSliED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6~1 - ADDSUM 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To. add a number of days to a Julian date and return a valid 
Julian date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The calling program passes a Julian date and the number of days to be 
added to the Julian date. A program adds the two numbers together. It 
tten checks and sees if the date portion of the Julian date is greater 
than 365 or 366. If the date is greater than 365 or 366 t a "I" is added 
to the year and 365 or 366 is subtracted from the day. The result is 
then passed back to the calling program. 

INDr x NUMBr.1l 

RA6~1 

-



SECTION 

I II IIII 11111111 
ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6,03 - Clear SAVEREC 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To clear an area of SAVEREC to blanks. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

By use of Register notation, SAVEREC is cleared to blanks starting wit.h 
the 41st position and ending with the 700th position. 

. . 

INDex NUM8ER I I 
RA6.03 ::!J 



SECTION 

ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 
I 1111 IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6~4 - CNSTRK 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To set Registers for subroutine CNSUS. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

By use of Register notation and displacement, Register 6 is set to point 
to an area used by the calling program. Control is then passed to the 
subroutine CNSUS. Upon re"turn from the subroutine, control is returned 
to the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6~4 



SECTION 

ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 
I I III 111111 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6,05 - CNSUS 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve CNSUS track and block data from the CNSUS file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data pointed to by Register 6, a search argument is built to 
search the ALERT CNSUS file for a record which matches the data entered. 
If a record is found, the CNSUS track and block is moved into the area 
pointed to by Register 6. If no record was found, the field will be set 
to zeroes. At the end, control is returned to the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6,05 



I I III IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6,el6 - CNTRK 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SE'CTION 

ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSU,"D 

January 16, 1973 
DATE REVISED 

PURPOSE: To act as a control between the calling program and the subrou
tine CNSUS. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Register notation and displacement, Register 6 is set to point 
to an area used by the calling program. Control is then passed to the 
subroutine CNSUS. Upon return from the subroutine, CNSUS control is 
returned to the calling program. 

INDEX NuMBER 

RA6,el6 



SECTION 

I I I II lIlll II IIIII ON-' LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6,07 - CONVER 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a Gregorian date to a Julian date or ~ Julian date 
to a Gregorian date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this program will be either a Gregorian or Julian date. 

PROCEDURE 

If the Gregorian date is not blank, it will be converted to a Julian 
date and placed in the Julian date field and returned to the calling 
program. If the Gregorian date is blank and the Julian date is not blank, 
the Julian date will be converted to a Gregorian date and placed in the 
Gregorian date field and returned to the calling program: If both the 
Gregorian date and Julian date are blank, control is immediately returned 
to the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6,07 



SECTION 

I 11111 Ilil II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGPJU~~ING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TI'rLE: RJl.6¢8 - CONVERT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a Gregorian date to a Julian date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input is a Gregorian date. 

PROCEDURE 

The Gregorian date received will be converted to a Julian date and passed 
back to the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6¢8 



SECTION 

I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROG~~ING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6,ei9 - CONVRT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a Gregorian date to a Julian date br a Julian date 
to a Gregorian date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

This subroutine is the same as RA607, except how the data is addressed. 
Refer to the writeup on RA6,ei7 for further information. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6,ei9 



SECTION 

I I I II IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED !::lATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6l¢ - CRIMTEL 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a Criminal type code to a constant. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the code received from the calling program, the program will con
vert the code to a constant or constants. The constants are "SUICIDAL," 
"ARMED," "DA1':GEROUS," "MENTAL" and "RESIST ARREST." Any of the constants 
or combination of the constants can be used. The constants that the code 
was converted to will be passed back to the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6l¢ 

-----------



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA611 - EDIT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To set Registers for subroutine SDEDITS. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The use of Register notation and displacement and the address of the 
data to be used by the subroutine SDEDITS is placed in Register 2. 
Control is then passed to the subroutine SDEDITS. Upon return from 
the subroutine, control is returned to the calling prcgram. 

DATE REVISED 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6ll 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA612 - EXPYR 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a one-digit year to a two-digit year. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The program receives the last digit of the year and puts the third digit 
of the year in front of it. If the digit to be expanded is a "9" and 
the last digit of a current year is a "¢ ," a 1'1" is subtracted from the 
third digit of the current year and the result is used to be placed in 
front of the year to be expanded. If the digit to be expanded is a "a" 
and the last digit of the current year is a "9," a "I" is added to the 
third digit of the current year and the result is placed in front of the 
digit to be expanded. If neither of the preceding conditions are met, 
the third digit of the current year is placed in front of the digit to 
be expanded. 

INDEXNU~:~ 

RA61~ 



SECTION 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA613 - FRMTAM 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To format data in a record for the TPD "AM." 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Upon entry into the program, Register 1 is loaded with the address of 
the record to be formatted and Register 2 is loaded with the address 
of the area where the data will be formatted to. Depending upon the 
type of record received, control will be passed to the appropriate 
routine for the formatting of the record. 

INDEX NUMBEl'I 

RA613 



SECTION 

I I I I II II II I e I I I I I I 1- ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA614 - GETAM 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To indicate that a record in the ALERT Master file is to be 
retrieved by the TPD "AM.'~ 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

This program will set a truth bit to one if a record is to be accepted. 
If a record is not to be accepted, the truth bit will be set to zero. 
The type of records retrieved will depend upon the Terminal ID, Inquiry 
Code, and Record Type. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA614 
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SECTW~I 

I I IIII II 111111 ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATEISSlJE;D DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA61S - HEXDECTR 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert character representation to HEX representation. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The program ta~es the data received from the calling program and converts 
it from character representation to HEX representation by use of a table • 

RA61S 



SECTION 

I II II II II fill II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGR~ING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA616 - HDRERR 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To insert in the Log Header in the last two positions of the 
Inquiry Code a constant of "ER." 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The address of the Log Header is obtained and the constant "ER" is 
moved to the last position of the Inquiry Code in the Log Header. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA616 



SECTION 

I I III IIII III IIIII 
ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REViseD 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA6l7 - fIDRRAD# 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To place a Radio number in the Log Header. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The address of the Log Header and the address of the ninth position of 
the inquiry is obtained and the Radio number is moved into the Log 
Header. If the Radio number is less than four positions, it will be 
right justified. This program can be entered by using "HDRRAD#" or 
"FDRRAD# in the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA6l7 



SECTION 

I I IIII II IIIII 
ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

I 111 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA61B·· INVERT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To invert the data in a seven-character field. 

PROGRAM. NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The data received by this program is inverted so that the first position 
becomes the seventh and the seventh position becomes the first and so on. 
The inverted data is passed back to the calling program one character at 
a time starting in the seventh field position and working to the left 
yielding the inverted number in the same field. 

L
INDEX NUMBER 

RA6lB 



I I III IIII II 1111111 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA619 - JULDAT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain a Julian date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

SECTION 

ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

The Julian date in the supervisor- is obtained and passed back to a 
calling program in packed format in a work area. 

DATE REVISED 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA619 



SECTION 

ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 
I II III 11111 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA62~ - Identify Terminal's ORI 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ORI of the initiating terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the Term ID received from the calling program, a search is made 
of. the table for a match of the Term ID received. If a match is found, 
the ORI in the table is moved to a work area and a save area. If no 
match was found, the ORI MOKPD~~~~ is placed in the work area and the 
save area. After the'ORI is moved, control is passed to the program 
RA633. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA('2~ 

.----.-----,'----------------------~ 
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I I I I II II!IJI II 111111 ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISE,D 

January 16, 1973 

fROGRAM TITLE: RA621 - POINTER 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the cylinder and head of a record retrieved. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The program obtains the address of the DTF and from the DTF finds the data 
which indicates which cylinder and head the last block of data was retrieved 
from. The data found is converted to a meaningful decimal representation 
and returned to the calling program. 

INIl! X ~IUMBI Il 

RA621 



I III IIII III 1111111 ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE" REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA622 - RADIO 

DA'J.'E OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate a Radio number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

If a Radio number in the ninth position of the inquiry is found to be 
equal to "TEST" or "NUMERIC," a truth bit is set to one. If the Radio 
number does not meet the aforementioned conditions, the truth bit will 
be set to zero. If the Term ID starts with "KCV," Radio numbers which 
contain a "D" in the first position, followed by any number from 1 to 
75 will be accepted. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA622 



SECTION 

I I I II IIII II 111111 
ON-LI~~ SUBROUTINE 

PROG~illING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA623 - TRMLIN 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To set a flag to indicate the column size of the initiating 
terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

If a terminal is defined as being 4~ characters wide, a switch is set 
to one and control is returned to the calling program. If a terminal 
is defined as having 8~ columns, the switch is set to two and control 
is returned to the calling program. If the terminal is not defined as 
having 4~ or 8~ columns, the switch will be set to blank and control 
returned to the calling program. This program can be'entered by using 
"TRMLIN" or "PRMLIN" in the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMSlOR 

RA623 



SECTION 

I I II IIII III IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA624 - #NCIC 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To pass NCIC or MULES data to line control. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

If the data received from a calling program is a vehicle inquiry or entry, 
and the License State as well as the ORI start with "MO," the data is 
then passed to the line control program to be sent to MULES. All other 
data will be passed to the line control program to be sent to NCIC. If 
MULES is out of service, any data which was to go to that terminal will 
be passed to line control for transmission to NCIC. Entry can be made 
into this program by use of "#NCIC" or "FNCIC" in the calling TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA624 



SECTION 

II I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA625 - Edit "ACUP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: Jam~ary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To edit information entered through the accident update TPD 
"ACUP" for valid information. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this subroutine is the actual inquiry of TPD "ACUP." 

PROCEDURE 

By use of register notation and displacement, the various fields of infor
mation are checked to insure that all required fields are present and all 
information entered is correct and valid. If any errors are found to be 
present, asterisks are moved to that area of inquiry and a switch is set. 
Refer to the User Manual to determine what information is valid for entry 
and which fields of information are required entry. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this subroutine. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA625 



... 

SECTION 

I I III IIII II fllllIl ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE:RA626 - VLDCTDT 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate a court date. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

This program takes the date received and checks to see if it is a Holiday, 
Saturday, or Sunday. If it is one of these, the date will be converted to 
the first date after the weekend or Holiday. The data is then returned to 
the calling program. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA626 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATiON DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA633 - Restructure ORI Code 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain a seven-character representation of a nine-character 
ORI. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The first two bits of each character are dropped. Th~ last six bits of 
each character are used to create a seven-character representation of 
the ORI. The converted data is moved to the same location as the data 
received. Control is returned to the calling program. 

INDEX NuMBER 

RA633 



SECTION 

I I IIII II llii III ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA634 - Unstructure ORI Code 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a seven7character ORI representation to a nine
character ORI. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Each six bits of the data received will be expanded by preceding them 
with two bits of ones. The expanded data will be moved to the field 
containing the data to be expanded. Control will be returned to the 
calling program. 

DATE REVISED 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA634 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

DATE ISSliED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA636 - BLDSTEN 

DATE 6PER.'\.TIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build an STEN inquiry and pass it to the line control proglcam. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data received from the calling program, an STEN inqui~y is built 
and passed to the line control program by use of a reserve routine. Upon 
successful comI;' l,:tion control is returned to the calling program. 

INIlr x NUMr31.1\ 

RA636 



SECTION 

I I 111111111 II 111111 ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMHING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGR}\M TITLE: RA637 - BLDTTEN 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build a TTEN inquiry and pass it to the line control program. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

using the data received from the calling program, a TTEN inquiry is built 
and passed to the line control program by use of the reserved routine. 
Upon successful completion, control is returned to the calling program. 

INDEX NOMBER 

RA637 



SECTION 

I I 11111111.1 IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMHING DOCUNENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA642 - Build Key IIGCAN II 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build a search key for the TPD IIGCAN II • 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

using the data passed to it, this program will build a search key to be 
used by the TPD IIGCAN" to search the ALERT General Index File for a record 
which matches the key built. Control is returned to the TPD "GCAN". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA642 I 



SEC110N 

I I III 11111 III IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROG~~ING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSliED DATE REVISE.D 

January 16, 1973 

============================================~=====-----

PROGRAM TITLE: RA644 - Build "AMPK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build an AMPK then an N9PK inquiry and pass them to the line 
control program. 

PROGR&~ NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data received from a calling program, an AMPK inquiry is built 
and passed to the line control program by use of the reserve routine. Upon 
completion of the passing of the AMPK inquiry, an N9PK inquiry is built and 
passed to the line control program by use of the reserve routine. Upon suc
cessful completion, control is returned to the calling program. 

I~JIlI l( 1'llIMfl! II 

RA644 



SECTION 

I I III 11111 II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA645 - Edit "PKNM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To edit information entered through the Parking Ticket Name 
entry TPD "PKNM" for valid information. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this subroutine is the actual inquiry of TPD "PKNM." 

PROCEDURE 

By use of registered notation and displacement, the various fields of in
formation are checked to insure that all required fields are present and 
all information entered is correct and valid by reformatting the "PKNM" 
inquiry into the TPD "STEN" format and subroutine "SDEDITS" actually per
forms the edits. If any errors are found to be present, asterisks are 
moved to that area of inquiry and a switch is set. Refer to the User Man
ual to determine what information is valid for entry and which fields of 
information Fre required entry. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output for this subroutine. 

INDEXNU~. 
RA64~.-l 



SECTION 

I I I II 1111111 IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA654 - Validate "AM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate a record as being acceptable for retrieval by the 
TPD "AM". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

This program will set a truth bit to one if the record being checked is 
valid for retrieval by a mobile terminal. If the record is not to be 
retrieved by a mobile terminal, the truth bit will be set to zero. Control 
is returned to the TPD "AM". 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA654 



SECTION 

I I I II IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
~anuary 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA655 - Format "AM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To format record retrieved by the TPD "AM" when the initiating 
terminal is a mobile terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The data in a record retrieved by the TPD "AM" is formatted and moved into 
a work area used by the TPD "AM". The way a record is formatted is de
pendent upon the type of record retrieved. This routine is only used 
when the initiating terminal is a mobile terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA655 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSliED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA656 - Obtain Seven-Character ORI 

DATE OPERATIONAL: Jar,uary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain a seven-character representation of a nine-character 
ORI. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

The procedure for this program is the same as the program RA633, except that 
the calling program is a COBOL program. 

ItJlJI I( 1'llIMB' H 

RA656 



SECTION 

I ,. III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DIITE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA657 - Obtain Nine-Character ORI 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To convert a seven-character ORI representation to a nine
character OR!. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

The procedure ~or this program is the same as Program RA634, except the 
calling program is a COBOL program. 

INDr X NUlvll1r II 

RA6S7 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCU~ffiNTATION DATEISS\lED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA658 - BLDC4 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To build a C4 inquiry and pass it to the line control program. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

Using the data received from the calling program, a C4 inquiry is built 
and passed to the line control program by use of the reserved routine. 
Upon successful completion control is returned to the calling program. 

INr: < x NUM8rll 

RA658 

----- ---- --



SECTION 

I I III 1III II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINE 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA66[3 - VINCOM 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To compare two VINs for a possible match. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

PROCEDURE 

This program takes a VIN in a record and a VIN in an inquiry and checks 
them one against the other for possible insertion, deletion, transposition, 
or substitution of characters. If the criteria is met by the two VINs, 
a switch is set to indicate that VIN in the record is a possible matc,h 
of the VIN entered. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA66¢ 



SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII ON-LINE SUBROUTINES 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: RA7¢2 - SDEDITS 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To edit the data being entered into the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this routine will come from either a TPD or a mask entry. 

PROCEDURE 

If the data received indicates that primary edits have been done, control 
will be passed to secondary edits. If no primary edits have been done, 
control is passed to the primary edits. The primary and secondary edits 
done depend upon the inquiry or mask entered by the user. If a field of 
data is found to be invalid, asterisks are moved to that field and an er
ror switch is set to one. The error switch set will depend on whether it 
is a secondary or primary edit. All primary edits are of fields which will 
affect a record key in the ALERT files. Secondary edits are of fields which 
will not affect record keys of the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

The data received is returned to the calling program with the fields in error 
replaced with asterisks and the error switches set to indicate if an error 
has or has not occurred. 

INDEX NUMBER 

RA7fl!2 



I I I II IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25~~ - TPD "AEST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPT.IONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter the initial appeals information. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AEST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us':',' 
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the "FC" type index records to insure that this case number 
is not already on file. The traffic ticket number or the general ordinance 
numbe:r:, "\Ilhichever is being appealed, is used to build a key to be passed to 
the TPD "GGEN" to obtain the ALERT number under which this appeal i,nforma
tion is being entered. The ALERT number retrieved is then passed to the TPD 
"GNASH to retrieve the last used cycle number for t.his ALERT number. If no 
cycle number was found, it is set to 00, otherwise one is added to the cycle 
number return from "GMAS" to set the cycle number to be used by this appeal 
information. The appeals statistical record and and a docket index record, 
type "FD", is formatted and transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the 
ALERT files. A bond record is then formatted and again passed to the TPD 
"MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master file. A dummy disposition record is 
formatted, and a case index record, type "FC", and passed to the TPD "MEN" 
for entry into the ALERT Master file. The data entered and the control 
switches, which are used by this TPD to pass the conditions found while 
processing, are transferred to the TPD "AFMT" which doe~ the formatting of 
output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J25fJ¢ 



CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUiRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: STATISTICAL ENTRY OF ApPEALS INFORMATION SYSTEM: ApPEALS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/ AEST 

DISPLAY MASK: AEST 
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SECTION 

I III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25¢1 - TPD "AFMT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To provide standard out.put forma.tting for the appeals TPD' s. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "AFMT" is the data entered and the control switches 
from the calling TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the control switches, "AFMT" determines the appropriate message 
to be formatted. If the message was an error message, the data entered 
through the calling TPD will also be formatted. If the transaction was 
completed, the ALERT number and case number are formatted. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WiTH ASTERISKS" 
or "RELATIONAL FIELD ERROR" is formatted and transmitt:ed to the terminal. 
If an error occurred while processing the records, thp. appropriate error 
message is formatted. If the transaction was successfully completed, one 
of the messages "RECORD ADDED", "RECORD UPDATED", or "RECORD CANCELLED", 
depending on the type of transaction, is formatted. All formatted data 
is then transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J25¢1 



I • III liLl1 III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUr~NTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25.02 - TPD "AEDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter case and bond disposition informat;ion into the appeal 
system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

P.efer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AEDP" •. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain the 
ALERT number and cycle number for the case to where this disposi'l:ion-infor-: 
mation is being entered. The ALERT Master file is read using the ALERT num
ber returned from the TPD "GGEN" to retrieve the appeal statistical, bond, 
and disposition records. The stat,istical record is marked to indicate a 
disposition posted, the bond record is updated with the bond disposition in
formation, and the disposition record is updated "lith the case disposition 

. information. Each record after being updated is passed to the TPD "MEN" for 
entry into 'the ALERT Master file. The data entered and the control switches, 
which are used by this TPD, are transferred to the TPD "AFMT" which does the 
formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J2502 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF DISPOSITION INFORMATION SYSTEM: ApPEALS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AEDP 

DISPLAY MASK: AEDP 

I ENTERl ,. 
AMSK.8868.AEDP 

DISPLAY ~ ¢A,EOp. 8868CCllO: DTJ2,! 
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I I III IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25~3 - TPD "AEDA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16 v 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter defense attorney information into the appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "A_EPA". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain the 
ALERT number and cycle number to which this defense attorney record is to be 
added. The ALERT Master file is read to insure that no disposition has been 
posted or that no attorney record is already On file; if one of these condi
tions is found, a switch is set to reflect the error. A defense attorney 
record is formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT 
Master file. The data entered and the control switches used by this TPD are 
passed tp the TPD "AFMT" which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J25¢3 



CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF DEFENSE ATTORNEY INFORMATION SYSTEM: ApPE~LS' 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMS K/ AE DA 

DISPLAY MASK: AEDA 

I ENTERI ~ AMSK.8868.AEDA 
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SECTION 

I I I II IIII II IIIII 
TRAHSACTION PROCESSING 
PESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATIONS 
January 16 1 1973 

PROGRAM 'l'ITLE: J25Y14 - TPD "AEWT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter the Prosecutor's system witness information records 
into the ALF~T Master file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AEWT". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for data er:t;ors by use of the sub
routine "AEDITS". If any errors have occurren, control is passed to 
an output routine. TPD "GGEN" is used to obtain the AL$RT number from 
the General Index file. The exact key returned from TPD "GGEN" is used 
to read the ALERT Master file to determine if a disposition has been 
posted. If a disposition has been posted, an error switch is set and 
control is passed to an output routine. If no disposition was posted, 
TPD "GMAS" is used to obtain the next available sequence number for the 
Master key. The Prosecutor witness name and address information records 
are added by formatting the information entered and transferring control 
to TPD "MEN". 

OUTPUT 

All output from this TPD is formatted by the setting of switches and 
transferring control to TPD "AFMT". 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF WITNESS INFORMATION SYSTEM SYSTEM: ApPEALS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AEWT 

DISPLAY MASK: AEWT 
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I I I III 11111 II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25~5 - TPD "AERK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter remarks into the appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

SECTION 

TRANSACTIO~ PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AERK". 

PROCEDURE 

'rhe data entered is f:xst verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for e:r:rors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GGEN" to read the case number index record, type "FC", to obtain 
the ALERT number and cycle number to which this remark is to be entered. 
The ALERT Master File is read to determine whether a disposition has been 
posted or not~ -this is used to determine where the remark is to be entered. 
If a disposition has not been posted, the sequence number of the remark 
will precede the disposition record, if a disposition has been posted, 
the sequence number for the remark record will follow the disposition 
record. The remark record is formatted from the data entered and passed 
to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master File. The data entered 
and the control switches used by this TPD are passed to the TPD "AFMT" 
which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J25~5 



CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY :KJ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM, ApPEALS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AERK 

DISPLAY MASK: AERK 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

======================================================= 

PROGRAr-I 'rITLE: J25f16 - TPD "AECO" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: Ja.nuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: 'fo enter continuance information into the appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual fo:c input to the TPD "AECO". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case number index, type "PC", to obtain the ALERT 
number and cycle number to \'lhich this continuance infor!nation is being en
tered. The ALERT Master file is read to insure that no di'sposition has been 
posted and to retrieve the statistical record. If a disposition has been 
posted, a switch is set to reflect this condition, and control is passed to 
the TPD "AFMT". The contin'uance count in tha statistical record is updated, 
and the previous court index record, type "PC", is formatted for deletion. 
Both records are transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 
A continuance reco:r:d and a court index, type "PD", are formatted and trans
ferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. The data entered 
and the control switches used by this TPD are passed to the TPD "AFNT" which 
does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBeR 

J25916 



CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE F{)F;.: D INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 
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NAME: ENTRY Or CONTINUANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM: M"PEALS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AECO 

DISPLAY MASK: A.tCO 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25[J7 - TPD "AUST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 11, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify the initial appeals entry. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

Refer to the User Manual for the input to the TPD "AUST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain the 
ALERT number and cycle number that is being updated. The ALERT Master file 
is read to obtain the statistical bond and disposition records. If a dis
position has been posted, the update is not performed and control is passed 
to an output procedure. The records are updated with the information entered 
and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master file. The data 
entered in the control switches used by this TPD are passed to the TPD "AFMT"I 
which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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NAME: UPDATE STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMS K/ AUST 
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SECTION 

I I I II 11111111 IIIII TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRD?TIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25YJ8 - TPD "AUDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel disposition information in the appeals 
system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AUDP". 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS lI for errOrS. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain 
the ALERT number and cycle number of the disposition record being modified. 
The ALERT Master File is read to retrieve tl1e statistical, bond, and dis
position records. If no disposition has been posted, a switch is set and 
control is passed to an output procedure r otherwise the records are updated 
with the information entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the 
ALERT Master File1O.. The data entered and the control switches used by this 
TPD are passed to the TPD "AFMT" which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NllMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY XJ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE DISPOSITION INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AUDP 

DISPLAY MASK: AUDP 
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I I III IIII III IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J25.09 - TPD "AUDA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECrl<)N 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel defense attorney information in the appeals 
system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AUDA". 

,PROCEDURE 

The data entered is fi:t'st verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case nurnba:r:, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case n'LillIber index record, type "FC", to obtain the 
ALERT number and. cycle number of the defense attorney record that is being 
modified. The ALERT Master file is read to retrieve the defense attorney 
record. If a disposition has been entered, the record cannot be mOdified, 
a switch is set and control is passed to an output procedure. The record is 
updated with the information entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry
into the ALERT Master file. The data entered and the control switches used 
by this TPD are passed to the TPD "AFMT" which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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II I I II IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J251¢ - TPD "AUWT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel witness records in the appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AUWT". 

PROCEDURE 

The date entered is first verified by the user routine, "ABDrTS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the current court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain 
the ALERT number and cycle number for the witness records being updated. 
The ALERT Master File is read to retrieve the witness records being updated. 
If a disposition has been entered, a switch is set and control is passed 
to an output procedure. The witness records are updated with the infor
mation entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master 
Files. The data entered and the control switches used by this TPD are 
passed to the TPD "AFMT" which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ex UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE WITNESS INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/AUWT 

DISPLAY MASK: AUWT 
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I I I II 111.IlIIIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2511 - TPD "ACRK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel remark records in tbe appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "ACRK". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entere1.'l is first verified by the user routine "ABDITS" fox' errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain 
the ALERT number and cycle number of the remark record to be cancelled. 
The ALERT Master File is read to retrieve the remark record that is to 
be cancelled. The record is marked for deletion and passed to the TPD 
"MEN" for deletion from the ALERT Master File. The data entered and the 
control switches used by this TPD are passed to the TPD "AFMT" which 
does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUP!lBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 
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I I III IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2512 - TPD "ACST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISEW 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete all appeal information entered on a circuit court 
case number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "ACST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain the 
ALERT number and cycle number of the appeal information that is to be can
celed. The ALERT Master file is read to retrieve all appeal records for 
the circuit court case number entered. Each record and any associated in
dices are marked for deletion and passed to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from 
tre .ALERT files. The data entered and the control switches used by this TPD 
arl= passed to the TPD "AFMT" which does the formatting of the output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY l\(] UPDAT~ 

NAME: CANCEL ALL ApPEAL RECORDS 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMS KI ACST 

DISPLAY MASK: ACST 

SYSTEM: ApPEALS 
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I I I II IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2513 - TPD IIACCO II 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel continuance information in the appeals system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "ACCO". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the circuit court case number, a key is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GGEN" to read the court case number index record, type "FC", to obtain 
the ALERT number and cycle number which contains the continuance informa
tion to be cancelled. The ALERT Master File is read using the ALERT number 
and cycle number as a key to retrieve the statistical record and the last 
continuance record. The continuance account and the statistical record 
is updated and the record is passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the 
ALERT Master Files. The continuance record and its court index record., 
type "FD", are passed to the TPD "MEN" for cancellation from the ALERT 
Master File. The data entered and the control switches used by this TPD 
are passed to the TPD IIAFMTII which does the formatting of output. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY IXI UPDATE 

NAME: CANCEL CONTINUANCE INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: AMSK/ACCD 

DISPLAY MASK: ACCD 
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SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOO)MENTATION 
DATE ISSUED DATE REVlqE'!? 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2514 - TPD "ORD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter, update or delete an ordinance record. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "ORD". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is firs·t verified for any data errors> If any errors 
are found, control is passed to an output procedure. Using the ordinance 
number entered as a key, the name file is read to retrieve an ordinance 
record if one is on file. If a record is found and the type of trans
action is "ADD" a switch is set and control is passed to an' output pro
cedure, otherwise a record is formatted and passed to the TPD "NEN" for 
entry into the ALERT Name File. If a record is not found and the type 
of transaction is "CANCEL" or "DISPLAY" a switch is set and control is 
passed to an output procedure, otherwise if the transaction type is 
"CANCEL", the record found is marked for deletion and passed to the TPD 
"NEN" for deletion from the Name Index File. 

OUTPUT 

If a record was found to be on file for an ADD type transaction, the 
message "ORDINANCE ALREADY ON FILE" is formatted. If a record was not 
found on file and the transaction type was CANCEL or DISPLAY the message 
"ORDINANCE NOT ON FILE" is formatted. If there was a data error, the 
message "CORRECT FIELDS CONTAINING ASTERISK" is formatted. For any error 
that occurred while processing, the data entered is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal along with the error message. If the transaction 
was completed and the transaction type was DISPLAY, the record retrieved 
is formatted, otherwise the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted, 
the data entered is formatted along with the message already formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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SECTION 

I I 11 II IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE IOISUED 

January 16, 1973 
DATE REVISED 

PROGRAM TITLE: J254l - TPD "AIDT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve appeals information by circuit court case number, 
traffic ticket number, or general ordinance summons number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AIDT". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first-verified by the user routine "AIDTS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
A key is formatted depending on the type of number entered and passed to 
the TPD "GGEN" to read the General Index File to retrieve the ALERT number. 
The ALERT Master File is read using' the ALERT number as a key to retrieve 
the name record and all appeal records associated with the number entered. 

OUTPUT 

If an error was found while processing, the appropriate error message is 
formatted along with the data entered and transmitted to the terminal, 
otherwise all records retrieved from the ALERT Master File are formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 00 INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: INQUIRY AGAINST ApPEALS RECORDS BY CASE NUMBER (C), TRAFFIC TICKET NUMBER (T), 
OR ARREST NUMBER (A) 

ENTER CALL CODE: AIOT 

DISPLAY MASK: 

AIOT.8868.C.pOOOOIO 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2542 - TPD uAINMu 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve appeals information by name. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "AINMu• 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "AIDITS u for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
Using the name entered, a phonetic key is formatted and used to read the 
name index file. If no matching name is found, the switch is set and 
control is passed to an output procedure. The ALERT number from all 
matching narnes is passed to the TPD "GA..'1S". 

OUTPUT 

If an error was detected while processing, the appropriate error message 
is formatted along with the data entered and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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SEC. TION 

I III IIII I. IIIII TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2543 - TPD "GAMS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To insure that appeal information is on file for the ALERT 
number asked from the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "GAMS" is the ALERT number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number entered, the ALERT Master File is read. The original 
charges found in the appeal statistical records are passed to the TPD 
"GOCD" which retrieves the expanded ordinance C\escription. A switch is 
set to indicate that appeals information is on file for this ALERT number. 

OUTPUT 

The defendant's name and the original charge appealed is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J2543 



SECTION 

I I I II I I I'. III II I II TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J2544 - TPD "GOCD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve the expanded ordinance description for the calling 
TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to the TPD "GOCD" is the ordinance code number. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the o:r.dinance code number as a key, the name indS'x file is read. 
If a record is found, it is stored for use by the calling TPD. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J2544 
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I I III IIIIII IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3500 - TPD "PEST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE FlEVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter the initial Prosecutor data for new cases. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PEST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. If any 
errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. If the arrest 
number for this case has been entered, the arrest number index key is formatted 
and transferred to the TPD "GGEN" for retrieval of the ALERT number to which 
this Prosecutor information is to be applied. The ALERT number is passed to 
the TPD "GMAS" to obtain the next cycle number for use by this Prosecutor entry. 
The Prosecutor statistical additional charges reuord and officers' serial number 
records are formatted and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT 
Master file. All of the police serial number indices, type "PP", and the 
related case number indices, type "PR II

, are formatted and passed to the TPD 
"GEN" for entry into the ALERT general index file. 

OUTPUT 

If any errors were detected while processing "PEST", the appropriate error 
message and data entered is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If no 
errors were encountered, the response will show the Prosecutor's office number, 
name of defendant, up to five (5) alias names, message to indicate if juvenile 
record on file,. and the charge or charges in this case. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY D(l UPDATE 
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I I III IIII II IIIII 

PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35~1 - TPD "GGEN" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCIUJ?TIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve any needed general index record for either the Prosecutor's 
or Appeals systems. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "GGEN" is the key to the general index record or group of 
general index recf:rds to be retrieved for the calling TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the general index key passed by the calling TPD, the ALERT general index 
file is read to retrieve the wanted record or records for the calling TPD. If 
there was no index record found, or if there were multiple indices found, a 
switch is set to reflect the condition found. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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I I III IIII II 111111 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35!1l2 - TPD "GMAS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To ret~ieve a cycle number or sequence number for that portion of 
the ALERT number and suffix passed from the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "GMAS" is the ALERT number .and partial suffix. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the ALERT number and suffix passed from the calling TPD as a key, the 
ALERT Master file is read to retrieve either the cycle number or sequence 
number depending on the inquiry code. Switches are set to indicate whether 
a name record and juvenile records are on file or not. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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I I 11111111 II IIIII 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3S¢3 - TPD IPEAliI" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter additional defendants after the initial entry of the first 
defendant. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PEAN". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. For 
each additional defendant, "GGEN" is used to determine whether an office 
number index with the defendant1s relative suffix is already on file and 
to retrieve the ALERT number for each arrest number entered. The TPD "GMAS" 
is used to obtain the cycle number for each additional defendant's entries. 
The initial defendants' records are read and "the key is modified with each 
additional defendant's ALERT number and suffix and the new records are for
matted and transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If there were any data errors, one of the messages "FIELD RELATION ERROR 
CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" or "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS AND RE-ENTER II is 
fornatted and transmitted to the terminal. If any other errors were detected 
while processing a defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, 
otherwise the message "TRANSACTION CQt.1PLETED" is formatted. After all de
fendants have been processed the formatted output is transmitted to the 
terrfiinal. 

INDEX NuMBER 

J35~3 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY [)O UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF ADDITIONAL DEFENDANT'S INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PEAN 

DiSPLAY MASK: PEAN 

SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 
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SECTION 

I 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 

Ii I iI I I I I I I I I I I I DESCRIPTIONS 

PROGR~!LMING DOCUMENTATION DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35rti4 - TPD "PMSK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PUP&OSE: To retrieve a mask for entry of Prosecutor data. 

PROGRfu~ NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "PMSK" is the radio number and the TPD name for the mask 
which is being retrieved. 

PROCEDURE 

Using the TPD mask request c's a search argument, a table look-up is performed 
to obtain the appropriate n~ask. 

OUTPUT 

If the TPD mask requef;t was not known to the TPD "PMSK" the message "INQUIRY 
MASK NOT FOUND" is fQrmatted and transmitted to the te~inal, otherwise the 
mask requested i'S formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER l 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3505 - TPD "PEWT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16" 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter witness(es) name and address into the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PEWT". 

PROCEDURE 

The data is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. If any 
errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using the 
office number entered, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to 
read the "PO" type general index records to obtain the ALERT number and 
suffix for each defendant to which this witness information is to be entered. 
Each ALERT number returned from the TPD "GGEN" is formatted and passed to the 
TPD "GMAS" to obtain the sequence number to be used for each witness record 
entered. The witness record is formatted and transferred to the TPD "MEN" 
for entry into the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one·of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELA'l'ION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted for that defendant. Processing continues 
to the last defendant then the formatted messages are transmitted to the 
terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF WITNESS INFORMATION SYSTEMs PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSI</PEWT 

DISPLAY MASK: PEWT 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

f<~OGRAM TITLE: J35iJ6 - TPD "PERK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED OATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To re-enter remarks into the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PERKll
• 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by tl).e user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant to which this remark is to be entered. The ALERT Master file is 
read with each ALERT number to retrieve the category and sequence to be used 
for each defendant's remark ent-ry. The remark records are formatted and 
transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND .RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"RECORD ADDED TO OFFICE NUMBER" is formatted for that defendant. Processing 
continues to the last defendant, then the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal with all previously formatted messages. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY 00 UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMS K/PERK TYPE F (FREE FORMAT) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. F 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSI(/PERK TYPE C (CAPIAS WARRANT) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. C 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDAT~ 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PERK TYPE H (HUNG JURY) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK.H 
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CRT ErHRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY RJ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMS K/PERK TYPE T (MISTRI AU 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. T 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY Qg UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: Pt-1SK/PERK TYPE P (PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. P 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY [}(I UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: pr'~SK/PERK TYPE M <MENTAL EXAMINATION) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. M 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PERK TYPE R (MOTION) 

DISPLAY MASK: PERK. R 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF DEFENSE ATTORNEY INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PEDA 

DISPLAY MASK: P E DA 

SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35¢7 - TPD "PEDA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESClU]?TIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter Defense Attorney's name(s) into the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PEDA". 

PROCEDURE 

The d.ata entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to tL.c TPD "GGEN" to read 
the llpO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant to which this Defense Attorney is to be entered. The ALERT Master 
file is read with each ALERT number retrieved by "GGEN" to obtain the category 
and sequence for each defendant "s Defense Attorney's record. The Attorney's 
record is formatted and transferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT 
Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"RECORD ADDED TO OFFICE NUMBER" is formatted for that defendant. Processing 
continues to the last defendant, then the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal along with all previously formatted 
messages. 

INDEX ,~UMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35¢8 - TPD "PECO" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESC~I];>TIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter continuance information ~nto the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD IIpECO II . 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine IIpEDITS II for errors. 
If any e.rrors have occurred, control is passed to an ou·tput procedure. 
Using the office number a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGENII to 
read the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for 
each defendant to which this continuance is to be entered. The ALERT Master 
file is read with each ALERT number retrieved by the TPD IIGGEN" to get the 
category and sequence to be used fo~ each defendant's continuance record. 
The continuance record and its index, type "PD II , is formatted and passed to 
the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
IlRECORD ADDED TO OFFICE NUMBER" is formatted for that defendant. Processing 
continues to the last defendant, then the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" 
is formatted and transmitted to the terminal along with all previously for
matted messages. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY >tJ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF CONTINUANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PECD 

DISPLAY MASK: PECD 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35f2J9 -.TPD "PEDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter disposition in£ormation into the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Nanual for input to TPD "PEDP". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "pEDITS" fo:t: errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read the 
"PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant to which this disposition is to be entered. The ALERT master file 
is read with each ALERT number retrieved by "GGEN" to retrieve the statistical, 
arraignment, and disposition records which are to be updated. Each defendant's 
records are updated and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT 
Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND J:ffi-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"DISPOSITION POSTED" is formatted for that defendant. Processing continues to 
the last defendant, then the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED II is formatted and 

. transmitted to the terminal along with all previously formatted messages. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: q INQUIRY Kl UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF 0 ISPOS I T ION INFORMAT ION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CAl L CODE: PMSK/PEDP 

DISPLAY MASK: PEDP 
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SECTION 

I I III IIII II IIIII 
TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 
PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

January 16, 1973 

PROGRAM TITLE: J351~ - TPD "PEAR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter arraignment and/or bond information into the Prosecutor'S 
system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PEAR". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the IlpO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant to which this arraignment and/or bond information is to be entered. 
The ALERT Master file is read with each defendant's ALERT number to retrieve 
the defendant's charges. If arraignment information has been entered, an 
arraignment record and a docket index, type "BD", are formatted and passed to 
the TPD "MEN" for entry into the files. A court number index, either a type 
":PC" or "PM", is formatted and passed to the TPD "GEN" for entry into the 
ALERT General Index file. A dummy disposition record is formatted for each 
original charge, and entered into the ALERT Master file by the TPD "MEN". 
If bond information has been entered, a bond recoyd is formatted and trans
ferred to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the ~erminal. If an error occurred while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise a message 
arraignment record added "h'1D/OR" bond record added is formatted for that 
defendant. Processing continues to the last defendant, then the formatted 
message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal 
along with all previously formatted messages. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY XJ UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF ARRAIGNMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PEAR 

DISPLAY MASK: PEAR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3511 - TPD "PUST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify initial Prosecutor data and Police serial numbers 
in the Prosecutor system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD "PUST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant whose records are to be updated. The ALERT Master file is read 
with each AL3RT number to get the statistical, additional charges, and police 
serial number records for each defendant being updated. The statistical, 

.additional charges, and police serial n\~nber records are updated and passed 
to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master iile. If any related case 
number is being updated, all related case number indexes, type "PR", are 
marked for deletion and passed to the TPD "GEN" for deletion from the General 
Index file, and a new series of related case indexes are formatted and entered 
by the TPD "GEN" into the ALERT General Index file. If any police serial 
numbers are being updated, all of the previously entered police serial number 
indexes, type "PP", are formatted and marked for deletion and passed to the 
TPD "GEN" for deletion from the General Index file. A new series of police 
serial number indexes are formatted and passed to the TPD "GEN" for entry 
into the ALERT General Index file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER," or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing a de
fendant, the appropriate error message· is formatted, otherwise the message 
"RECORD UPDATED" is formatted for that defendant. Processing continues to 
the last defendant, then the message "'rRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and 
t~ansmitted to the terminal along ~ith all previously formatted messages. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY KJ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE INITIAL PROSECUTOR INFORMATION SYSTEM J PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PUST 

DISPLAY MASK: PUST 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J35l2 - TPD "PUWT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUFD DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel the witness records in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual f.or input to the TPD "PUWT". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an out~ut procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type general index record to obtain the ALERT number and suffix 
for the defendants being updated. The ALERT master file is read using the 
ALERT number as a key to retrieve the witness records being updated. Each 
witness record is updated with the information entered and passed to the 
TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATIClN ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"WITNESS RECORDS UPD.hTED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted 
to the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE WITNESS INFORMATION SYSTEMz PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PUWT 

DISPLAY MASK: P UWT 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3513 - TPD "PUBD" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRI)?TIONS 

DATcilSSUED PATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel bond information in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PUBD". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office numberp a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose bond record is to be updated. The ALERT master file is read 
to retrieve the bond record. The bond record is updated with the information 
entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT nlaster file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTERII or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"BOND RECORD UPDATED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted to 
the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE BOND INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PUBD 

DISPLAY MASK: PUBD 

PMSK.Ol00.PUBD 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3514 - TPD "PUAR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SLCTlON 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify arraignment data in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGII,i,M NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PUAR". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD IIGGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose arraignment record is being updated. The ALERT master file 
is read to retrieve the arraignment record. If the current court date is 
being updated, the current court docket index, type "PD", is formatted and 
marked for deletion and the arraignment record is updated and both records 
are passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. If the court 
number is being updated, and there was a previous court number, the court 
number index, either type "PC" or "PM", is formatted and marked for deletion 
and passed to the TPD "GEN" for deletion from the ALERT general index file. 
If the court number is being updated, a new court number index, type either 
"PC" or "PM II

, is formatted and passed to the TPD "GEN" for entry into the 
ALERT general index file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitteA to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"ARRAIGNMENT RECORD UPDATED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted 
to the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE ARRAIGNMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: P MS K/ P UA R 

DISPLAY MASK: PUAR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3515 - TPD "PUDA" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel the defense attorney's record in the Prosecutor's 
system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PUDA". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first formatted by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If ru1Y errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index record to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose defense attorney record is being updated. The ALERT master 
file is read to retreive the defense attorney's record. The attorney record 
is updated with tJ;.e data entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry into 
the ALERT n;astel: .. 1e. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data errDr, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to tlli'a terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropr.iate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"DEFENSE ATTORNEY RECO:RD UPDATED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 

J3515 



CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE DEFENSE ATTORNEY INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PUDA 

DISPLAY MASK; PUDA 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3517 - TPD "PUDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

StCTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify disposition information in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PUDp ll
• 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index record to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose disposition record is being modified. The ALERT master file 
is read to retrieve the disposition record which is being modified. The 
disposition record is updated with the information entered and passed to the 
TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"DISPOSITION RECORD UPDATED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted 
to the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE DISPOSITION INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE; PMSK/PUDP 

DISPLAY MASK: P U DP 

SYSTEM, PROSECUTOR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION ~ROCESSING 
DESCRI~TION 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

IJanuary 16, 1973 

===============================================================~================~=========~----,-
PROGRAM TITLE: J352l·· TPD "PCST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To delete all Prosecutor information entered for the defendants on 
one Prosecutor's office number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PCST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors~ 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffixes for all 
of the defendants entered on the office number. The ALERT master fi~e is 
read for each defendant, all Prosecutor information records are marked for 
deletion and passed to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from the ALERT master file. 
All associated indices are formatted, marked for deletion and passed to the 
TPD "GEN" for deletion from the ALERT general index file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELD WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORHECT AND RE-ENTER ll is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing one 
of the defendants, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the 
message "RECORDS CANCELLED" is formatted for that defendant. Processing 
continues to the last defendant then the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is 
formatted and transmitted to the terminal along with all previously formatted 
messages. 

INDEX NUMBCR 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY [ZI UPDATE 

NAME: CANCELLATION OF ALL PROSECUTOR DATA FOR A CASE SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PCST 

DISPLAY MASK: PCST 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

steTiON 

'l'RANSACTION P.I{(~)CESSING 

! sESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

==================================================.=== 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3525 - TPD "PCAR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify arraignment information in the Prosecutor's System. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PCAR". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN II to retrieve 
the "PO" type index record to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose arraignment record is being cancelled. The ALERT Master file 
is read to retrieve all records contained in the category of the arraignment 
being cancelled. All records retrieved will be formatted, marked for deletion 
and passed to the TPD liMEN" for deletion from the ALERT Master file. The docket 
index, type "PD", is formatted and passed to the TPD "GEN" for deletion from 
the ALERT general index file. If a case number is on file, the case number 
index, type either a "PM II or "PC II , is formatted and passed to the TPD IIGENII for 
deletion from the ALERT general index file. 

OUTPU'l' 

If there was a data error, one of the messages IICORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTERII or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"RECORDS CANCELLED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY KJ UPDATE 

NAME: CANCELLATION OF ARRA,YGNMENT DATA SystEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PCAR 

DISPLAY MASK: PCAR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3527 - TPD "pcca" 

DATE OPERAT10NAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel continuance information in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the '1'PD "pceo". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. using 
the office number, a key is formatted a:nd. passed to the TPD ilGGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index record to obtain the ]-\LER'l' number for the defendant whose 
continuance information is being cancelled. The ALERT Master file is read 
to obtain the statistical record and the past continuance record entered. 
The statistical record is updated with the correct continuance count and passed 
to the TPD "MEN" for entry into the ALERT Master file. The continuance record 
is marked for deletion, and a court index record, type uPD", is formatted and 
both records are passed to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from the ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If -there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** ,. CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an e:r:ror occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is forma-tted, otherwise the message 
"CONTINUANCE RECORD CANCELLED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted 
to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMSSR 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY !Xl UPDATE 

NAME: CANCELLATION OF CONTINUANCE INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PCCD 

DISPLAY MASK: PC CD 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3528 - TPD "PURK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel remark records in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGruu~ NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PURK". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index record to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose remark record is being nlodified. The ALERT Master file is read 
to retrieve the remark record which is to be modified, this record is updated 
with the information entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry or deletion 
from the file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH .ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminaL If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"REMARK. RECORD UPDATED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and transmitted to 
the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY IX] UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE F (FREE FORMAT) 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. F 

SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY ~ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE C (CAPIAS WARRANT} 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. C 

PMSK.Ol00.PURK~C 
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SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: D INQUIRY (g] UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE H (HUNG JURY) 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. H 

PMSK.0100.PURK.H 
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SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY RJ UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM~ PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE T (MISTRIAl) 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. T 

[ENTER I ~ P~ISK. 0100. PURK. T 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY Kl UPDATE 
~'~."" 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS I NFORMAT I ON SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE P (PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION) 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. P 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY Kl UPDATE 
~ 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION SYSTEM: PROSECUTOR 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE M (MENTAL EXAMINATION) 

DISPLAY MASK: PURK. M 

PMSK.0100.PURK.M 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY Kl UPDATE 

NAME: UPDATE REMARKS INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: PMSK/PURK TYPE R (MOTION) 

PURK.R DISPLAY MASK: 

SYSTEMs PROSECUTOR 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3529 - TPD "PCDP" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cancel disposition records in the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PCDP". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any ex'rors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" to read 
the "PO" type index record to obtain ,the ALERT number and suffix for the 
defendant whose disposition record is being cancelled. The ALERT Master file 
is read to retrieve the statistical, arraignment, and disposition records. 
If a disposition has been posted, the statistical and arraignment records are 
updated to shoy,' no disposition entered and passed to the TPD "MEN" for entry 
into the ALERT Naster file. The disposition record is marked for disposition 
and passed to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from the ALERT Master file. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred while processing the 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, otherwise the message 
"DISPOSITION RECORD CANCELLED TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted and trans
mitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3530 - TPD IIPERF" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISC:D 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To enter refile information into the Prosecutor's system. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the user manual for input to the TPD "PERF". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first veri:f;ied by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the office nunLber, a. key is formatted and passed to the TPD IIGGEN II to read 
the IIpO" typd index records to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for each 
defendant to which this refile is being' entered. The ALERT number and suffix 
is passed to the TED "GMAS II to obtain the next cycle for each defendant. The 
ALERT Master file is r~ad with each defendant's ALERT n~ber to retrieve the 
first category of records, these records are marked for deletion and passed 
to the TPD "MEN" for deletion from the ALER'l' Master file. The new cycle is 
added into the ALERT number suffix and the new records are passed to the TPD 
"MEN" for entry into the ALERT files. The statistical record is updated to 
show that this cycle is a refile. The old office nunmerindex record, type 
"POll, is deleted 'by the TPD lIGEN", and a new office v'lmber index record is 
formatted and entered by the TPD "GEN". 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages, IICORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS 
AND RE-ENTERII or IIFIELD RELATION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occur:t;ed while processing a 
defendant, the appropriate error message is formatt~·':1 for that defendant, other
wise the message "TRANSACTION COMPLETED" is formatted when all defendants have 
been processed and transmitted to the terminal alon9 with all previously for
matted messages. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3S4.0 - TPD "PICS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve Prosecutor's information on an individual or case 
using the Prosecutor's office number, Magistrate Court number, 
or Circuit Court case number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PICS". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
either the Prosecutor's office number or Court case number, the key is for
matted and passed to the T;I?D "GGEN" to obtain the ALERT number for the defendant 
or defendants whose information is being displayed. The response to a uPICS" 
inquiry will show a summary of the Prosecutor's information that is on file for 
an individual or case. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, the message "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS AND 
RE-ENTER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If an error occurred 
while processing a defendant, the appropriate error message is formatted, 
otherwise the information read from the ALERT Master file is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEx NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: ex INQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: RETRIEVAL OF PROSECUTOR INFORMATION BY PROSECUTOR OFFICE NUMBER (PO), 
MAGISTRATE COURT NUMBER (PM). OR CIRCUIT COURT NUMBER (PC) 

ENTER CALL CODE: 
PICS FOLLOWED BY RADIO NUMBER AND TWO-DIGIT CODE 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3541 - TPD IIPIDT II 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

g~CTlON 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCIU;t'TIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve detailed Prosecutor information on an individual using 
the Prosecutor's office number. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD liPID,!,". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Using 
the Prosecutor's office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD IIGGEN" 
to obtain the ALERT number and suffix for the defendant whose information is 
to be displayed. The ALERT Master file is read and the information displayed 
according to the type of detailed information requested. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, the message IICORP.ECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISKS AND 
RE-ENTER" is formatted and transmitted to the terminaL If an error occurred 
while processing the defendant',s records, the appropriate error message is 
formatted, otherwise the Prosecutor's information read is formatted and trans
mitted tQ the terminal. 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: IXlINQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: RETRIEVAL OF PROSECUTOR DATA USING PROSECUTOR OFFICE NUMBER AND SPECIFYING TYPES 
OF RECORDS TO BE RETRIEVED 

ENTER CALL CODE: PlOT 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3542 - TPD lIPINM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To retrieve Prosecutor information using an individual's name. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PINM". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified by the' user routin~ IIPEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. Us
ing the name entered, the phonetic key is built to read the name index. If 
there is a match found, the ALERT number and suffix is passed to the TPD 
"GPMS" which will format the individual information if there is Prosecutor 
information for that ALERT number. 

OUTPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRECT FIELDS WITH ASTERISK 
AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELATION ERROR** CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" is formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If no name was found on file the message 
"NO NAME RECORD ON FILEII is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. If 
no Prosecutor information was found on the name, the message "NO PROSECUTOR 
RECORD ON FILE" is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

--_.--.----------..... --.............................. ------.......... ------..... --------------------------
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR:KlINQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: RETRIEVAL OF PROSECUTOR DATA BY NAME 

ENTER CALL CODE: PI NM 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 

PROGRAM TITLE: J3543 - TPD "GPMS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

DATE REVISED 

PURPOSE: To search the ALERT Master File for Prosecutor information for 
the calling TPD. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to the TPD "GPMS" is the ALERT number that is to be read. 

PROCEDURE 

The ALERT Master File is read for each name found by the TPD "PINM" to 
determine whether that name has Prosecutor information on file or not. 
If no name record is found, or no Prosecutor information is found, a switch 
is set to reflect the condition found, and return to the TPD "PINM". 

OUTPUT 

The output 
number or 
se·ts up a 
obtained. 

from the TPD "GPMS" will show the individual's name, address 
ALERT number, final disposition court, first two charges, and 

"PIDT" inquiry with chain so additional information may be 
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PROGRAMMING DOCUMENTATION 
DATE ISSUED 

January 16, 1973 

PRO.,RAM TITLE: J3544 - TPD "PIDR" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To print the one disk daily report for the Jackson County 
Prosecuting Attorney. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to the TPD "PIDR". 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISEO 

The data entered is first verified by the user routine "PEDITS" for errors. 
If any errors have occurred, control is passed to an output procedure. 
using the office number, a key is formatted and passed to the TPD "GGEN" 
to :r:eturn all of the ALERT numbers for the defendants for this office 
number. The ALERT Master File is read with each ALERT number retrieved 
by the TPD "GGEN" to retrieve the defendant's name, statistical, witness, 
and arraignment records which are to be formatted. This process will 
continue until all requested office numbers have been processed. 

OUPUT 

If there was a data error, one of the messages "CORRE:CT FIELDS WITH 
ASTERISKS AND RE-ENTER" or "FIELD RELil\.TION ERROR** - CORRECT AND RE-ENTER" 
is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. The message "TRANSACTION 
COMPLETE" is formatted and transmitted to the entering terminal. The 
report which has been formatted will be routed to a printer and the Pro
secutor's office. 
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January 16, 1973 

I. PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

This program is a group of modules linked together to perform the 
function of data editing. There are two modules linked together 
to form a root phase or the control portion of the edit program. 
The first half of the control module is a routine which initializes 
system and program work area pointers, formats work areas, and loads 
the needed edit module with the calling TPD. The second half of the 
control module is a group of routines which are used randomly by the 
loaded edit module to complete its field editing required by the par
ticular TPD whose inquiry is being edited. 

II. DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

J39S~. The calling TPD's registers are saved before loading this 
module's base registers. A work area is formatted in the system area 
"LOGREC" and all pointers are initialized. The terminal ID and TPD 
name are validated to insure that they are both known to this program, 
if not an error switch is set and control is returned to the calling 
TPD. Otherwise control is passed to the loaded edit module. 

J39Sl is a group of rl)<ltines each of which perfol"ms a particular edit 
fUnction. If an error is found while processing one of the routines, 
asterisks or pound signs, depending on whether tJle calling TPD was an 
entry or update, respectively, are placed in the error field and a 
switch is set to indicate that an error has been found. When the rou
tine has completed its processing, control is returned to the loaded 
edit module. 

J39~@, J39~, J39@S, J39@6, J39@7, J39@8, J39@9, J39l@, J39ll, J39l2, 
J39l3, J3914, J39lS, J39l7, J392l, J392S, J3927, J3928, J3929, J393~, 
J394~, J394l, J3942, J3944, J29~~, J29~2, J29~3, J29~4, J29~5, J2906, 
J29~7, J2908, J29~9, J29l0, J29ll, J29l2, J29l3, J294l, J2942. These 
are edit modules used by J395~ to perform the editing to meet the re
quirements of the calling TPD. The mask for the particular TPD is 
first rebu:i.lt in "INQUIRY" for redisplay by the TPD, and numeric fields 
left blank when entered are filled with z~ros. The information entered 
is edited by using the field edit routines in the module J395l to insure 
valid data in all fields. If an error was found, control is returned to 
the calling TPD, otherwise, relational editing is performed to insure re
lated information is entered. If a relational error is found, the in
valid fields are marked by placing a colon in front of the data in each 
error field. An error switch is then set to indicate relational errors 
have been found and control is returned to the calling TPD. 
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DESCRIPTION 

(1) Store TPD's registers, 
initialize base registers 
for J395.0 and J395l. 

(2) Is the requesting terminal 
valid for Prosecutor or 
Appeals information? 

-, (3) Is the inquiry code known 
.j to J395.0? 
I (4) Set the error switch to 

, , 
! 

(5) 

indicate an error has 
been found. 
Initialize system and 
work area pointers" for
mat work area. 

. I (6) 
I 

Locate where edit module 
is loaded. 

(7) Set base register, re
build the TPD's mask for 
redisplay, and insure nu
meric information not en
tered contains zeros. 

(8) Perform edits on all the 
individual data fields to 
insure valid data and 
codes. 

(9) Edit field for errOrs. 
:(10) Is the field in error? 
'(II) Move asterisks or pound 

signs to field in error 
and set the error switch 
to show there has been a 
field edit error. 

(12) Were any fields in error? 
,(13) Restore the TPD's regis

ters and return. 
(14) Perform field relational 

edits. 
-(15) Were there any relational 

errors? 
:(16) Mark fields with colons 

in front of data. 
(17) Restore the TPD's regis

ters and return. 

_I ~:~~~~~~~==~~~===== 
System No. System Title: 

Date Prepared: Prepared By: Revision Date: Revised By: 

Date Approved: Approved By: INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J395¢ VARIOUS TPD's 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To perform the function of data editing. Many subroutines 
and TPD's are used in this function. 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7919191 - TPD "SEST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To initiate the entry of the regional correction records in 
the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to TPD "SEST". 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is first verified for any errors. If any errors have 
occurred, control is passed to an output routine. The data entered is 
passed to the TPD HSESlt! to obtain the ALERT number to be used by this 
TPD and also to determine if this information is already present on the 
ALERT files. If "SESI" has not found an ALERT number or if this infor
mation is already present on the ALERT files, control is passed to an 
output routine. If an ALERT number was found, the ALERT nunilier is used 
to build a partial key to search the ALERT Master file for the last 
cycle number used on a "48" type record. If no "48" type record was 
found, a new suffix will be created, otherwise a "1" will be added to 
the cycle number. The data entered will then be formatted and passed 
to TPD "MEW' for actual entry of the regional corrections records on the 
ALERT files. 

OUTPUT 

If an error has occurred in the data entered, the appropriate error 
message will be formatted and transmitted back to the terminal. If no 
errors occurred, the message "SHERIFF RECORD ADDED/BOOKING NUMBER EQUAL" 
will be formatted along with the associated booking number, ALERT number 
and up to five names to be transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMI3ER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: 0 INQUIRY [)(I UPDATE 

NAME: ENTRY OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

ENTER CALL CODE: SMS K/SEST 

DISPLAY MASK: SEST 

SMSK.8868.SEST 

TMB:. 

HLDF: 

CHeu: 

.LOG: 

CHG.2.;', 

LRL:. PEP:' I .. 

B:I LL' .. ,' ....... , . 

. ,' TYPH \ RH~DLt 
. I 

, 
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SYSTEM: CORRECTIONS 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7JOJOl - TPD "SES1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To validate the charge codes entered in TPD "SEST", obtain 
the associated ALERT number from the ALERT General Index 

DATE REVISED 

file and to determine if the information entered in TPD "SEST" 
is already present on the ALERT files. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the arrest number, booking number and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

The charge codes entered by TPD "SEST" are obtained from a work area 
and edited for valid codes by the use of TPD "OFF". The arrest number 
entered along with the constant "E" is then used to build a search key 
to obtain the associated ALERT number from the General Index file. If 
no record was found, an error switch is set and control is passed back 
to TPD "SEST". If a record was found, the booking number along with the 
constant "FB" and the ORI entered is used to build a partial key to 
determine if'the information entered is already present on the ALERT 
files. 

OUTPUT 

There is hO output for this TPD. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7003 - TPD "SUST" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

anuary 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To modify or cancel data in the regional corrections records 
of the ALERT Master file and General Index file. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Refer to the User Manual for input to this TPD. 

PROCEDURE 

The data entered is f~r~~ edited for any errors. If errors have occurred, 
control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have occurred, the 
booking number and ORI entered are passed to TPD "SUS1" to obtain the ALERT 
number to be used by this TPD. The charge codes entered are then moved to 
a work table and then checked to insure they are valid codes by going to 
TPD "SUS2". A partial key is then buil't using the ALER'I' number obtained 
from TPD "SUS1" to obtain the regional correction records that are to be 
updated or canceled. If no record is found, control is passed to an out-• put routine. If a record is found, the data entered and the data from the 
record retrieved will be used to format the information for the TPD "MEN" 
for actual update to the ALERT Master file. If the constant "CANCEL" is 
entered, these records would be canceled. 

OUTPUT 

If an error condition is found, the appropriate message will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If no errors are found to be present, 
the constant "RECORD UPDATED/BOOK NUMBER EQUAL" along with the book number 
entered will be formatted and transmitted to the 1erminal. 

INDEX NuM8ER 
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NAME: UPDATE OR CANCELLATION OF CORRECTIONS INFORMATION SYSTEM: CORRECTIONS 

E"lTER CALL CODE: SMS K/SUST 

DISPLAY MASK: SUST 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7~~4 - TPD "SUS1" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain the ALERT number associated with the booking number 
entered. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the booking number and ORr. 

PROCEDURE 

The booking number and ORI along with the constant "PB" are used to 
build a partial key to search the ALERT General Index file for the 
associated ALERT number. If an error condition is encountered, various 
switches are set. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this TPD. 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7005 - TPD "SMSK" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To cause a mask to be transmitted to the terminal to allow 
entry of regional corrections information. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the constant "SEST" or the constant "SUST". 

PROCEDURE 

The constant entered is checked to determine which mask is requested 
and causes the desired mask to be formatted and transmitted to the 
terminal. 

OUTPUT 

Output to this TPD is the mask requested. If a wrong constant is 
entered the message "NO MASK FOUND/" along with the constant entered 
is formatted and transmitted to the terminal. 

DATE REVISED 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7fOf07 - TPD "SlDT" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: .To display the regional corrections information entered on 
a specific booking number and ORI. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

The input to this TPD is the booking number and ORI. 

PROCEDURE 

DATE REVISED 

The data entered is first edited for valid information. If errors have 
occurred, control is passed to an output routine. If no errors have 
occurred, the booking number and ORI are passed to TPD "SUSl'( to obtain 
the ALERT number to be used by this TPD. If the ALERT number is not 
found, control is passed to an output routine. If the ALERT number is 
found, it is used to build a partial key to search the ALERT Master file 
and obtain the regional corrections records associated with the booking 
number and ORI entered. 

OUTPUT 

If an error condition is found, an appropriate message is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. If no errors are found, the regional correc
tion informa.tion obtained from the ALERT Master file is formatted and 
transmitted to the terminal. 

INDEX NUMBER 
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CRT ENTRY EXAMPLE FOR: IXlINQUIRY 0 UPDATE 

NAME: RETRIEVAL OF CORRECTIONS INFORMATION BY BOOKING NUMBER 

ENTER CALL CODE: SI DT 

DISPLAY MASK: 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7iJiJ9 - TPD "SINM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE~ To display summary information of all regional correction 
entries on a person. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the last name, first name, middle initial, race, 
sex and date of birth. 

PROCEDURES 

The data entered is first checked for valid information by use of the 
sub-routine "PEDITS". If any errors have occurred, control is passed 
to an output routine. The information entered is used to build a par
tial key and the ALERT name file is searched to obtain all persons 
matching the identifying information entered. 

OUTPUT 

If an error condition was found, the appropriate message will be formatted 
and transmitted to the terminal. If no errors were found, the desired 
response to the terininal is formatted by passing control to TPD "GSMS". 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7010 - TPD "GSMS" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED . DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To obtain required regional corrections information from the 
ALERT files, format the information and display it on the 
terminal. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the last name, first name, middle initial, race, sex 
and date of birth. 

PROCEDURES 

A partial key is built to search to ALERT Master file and obtain the name 
and regional correction information desired. 

OUTPUT 

The information obtained from the ALERT files is displayed in the format 
of a "SIDT" type of inquiry. 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J7fOll - TPD "SUS2" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

SECTION 

TRANSACTION PROCESSING 
DESCRIPTIONS 

DATE ISSUED DATE REVISED 

January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To insure all charge codes in a work table are valid. 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this TPD is the ORI and a \'lork table. 

PROCEDURES 

A charge code is obtained from the work table and is passed to TPD II OFF II 
to insure that it is a valid code. This same process is performed until 
all charge codes have been validated. 

OUTPUT 

There is no output for this TPD. 
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PROGRAM TITLE: J79yJ9 - "EDTSINM" 

DATE OPERATIONAL: January 16, 1973 

PURPOSE: To edit the information entered by TPD "SINM". 

PROGRAM NARRATIVE 

INPUT 

Input to this sub-routine is the actual inquiry of TPD II SHiM" • 

PROCEDURES 

By use of 'register notation and displacement, the various fields of 
information entered are checked to insure that all required fields 
are present and all information entered is correct and valid. Any 
fields containing binary zeros are changed to blanks and any colons 
encountered are changed to semi-colons. If any errors are found to 
be present, asterisks are moved to that area of inquiry and a switch 
is set, 

OUTPUT 

There is no output from this sub-routine. 

DATE REVISED 
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NAME: RETRIEVAL OF CORRECTIONS DATA BY NAME 

ENTER CALL CODE: SINM 
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